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Abstract
This thesis explores the potential of statistical inference methodologies in
their applications in functional genomics. In essence, it summarises algo-
rithmic findings in this field, providing step-by-step analytical methodolo-
gies for deciphering biological knowledge from large-scale genomic data,
mainly microarray gene expression time series.
This thesis covers a range of topics in the investigation of complex mul-
tivariate genomic data. One focus involves using clustering as a method
of inference and another is cluster validation to extract meaningful biolog-
ical information from the data. Information gained from the application
of these various techniques can then be used conjointly in the elucidation
of gene regulatory networks, the ultimate goal of this type of analysis.
First, a new tight clustering method for gene expression data is proposed
to obtain tighter and potentially more informative gene clusters. Next, to
fully utilise biological knowledge in clustering validation, a validity in-
dex is defined based on one of the most important ontologies within the
Bioinformatics community, Gene Ontology. The method bridges a gap in
current literature, in the sense that it takes into account not only the varia-
tions of Gene Ontology categories in biological specificities and their sig-
nificance to the gene clusters, but also the complex structure of the Gene
Ontology. Finally, Bayesian probability is applied to making inference
from heterogeneous genomic data, integrated with previous efforts in this
thesis, for the aim of large-scale gene network inference. The proposed
system comes with a stochastic process to achieve robustness to noise, yet
remains efficient enough for large-scale analysis.
Ultimately, the solutions presented in this thesis serve as building blocks
of an intelligent system for interpreting large-scale genomic data and un-
derstanding the functional organisation of the genome.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The genomics age has entered a new era to provide a grand picture of the whole
genomes. Advances in microarray, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequencing tech-
niques, and other high-throughput biotechnologies have brought great success to the
life sciences. With the support of these high-throughput biotechnologies, significant
breakthroughs in life science have been achieved, such as the advancement of cell
reprogramming [139] and the development of low cost sequencing techniques [42].
Increasingly, high-throughput technologies are changing the biological landscape with
their efficiency, cost effective nature and genome-wide coverage.
Therefore, some of the most significant advances in genomics research in recent
years have been achieved with the availability of these high-throughput technologies
to produce large-scale genomic data. The advent of these genome-scale data sources
has transformed conventional biological research into data-oriented investigations. In
these investigations, a key research direction is the effective interpretation and efficient
utilisation of these information-rich data. For instance, inference from these data at the
molecular level has been revolutionary in medicine [40], both because of the highly
1
informative nature and the comprehensive genome-wide coverage of the data.
Consequently, statistical inference from large-scale genomic data has emerged as a
new discipline employing innovative data mining methods supported by high-throughput
biological experimental technologies. The central goal is to employ computational
techniques for extracting knowledge from the large-scale genomic data, and translate
gained knowledge into system-based applications such as disease classification.
Statistical inference methods have been intensively applied to various research ar-
eas such as multimedia processing [150] and computational neuroscience [58]. Al-
though statistics has been the support for biological data analysis for many years, bi-
ological data has changed over time not only in size, but above all in structure. In
particular, genomic data from high-throughput biotechnologies have their unique, di-
verse features. New statistical challenges arise from the requirements of analysing
these high-throughput genomic data, and, ultimately, deriving fundamental biological
information. In this sense, innovative, objective and effective computational methods
are urgently needed.
In recognition of this, this thesis addresses existing problems in statistical inference
from large-scale genomic data resulting from high-throughput technologies, which, in
essence, originate from the scale and the intrinsic characteristics of the data. In re-
sponse, it introduces new computational statistical approaches built upon up-to-date
biological understanding. The new algorithms have been developed taking into ac-
count the unique characteristics of genomic data, and have been validated by means of
statistical benchmarking with both synthetic and real-world data. Above all, the thesis
represents the methodology of designing novel statistical models in accordance with
biological prior knowledge about the subjects under investigation.
The main theme of this thesis is the application of statistical methodologies to ge-
2
1.1 Genome Architecture and Functions
nomics research, bridging multiple disciplines such as computer science, molecular
biology and statistics. The thesis highlights an exposition that advanced statistical and
computational techniques, combined with highly problem-specific modeling efforts,
can be eventually developed into elegant yet realistic formulations for genomics re-
search. On the other hand, the immense complexity and stochasticity nature of the
data faced by genomics research not only challenge the fields of theoretical and algo-
rithmic statistical learning, but also foster new developments within. Further, insights
gained from this process could lead to new perspectives in algorithmic findings for
a broad range of fields that involve statistical learning, such as signal processing and
neuroscience.
This chapter is organised as follows. To understand the central goal in genomics,
this chapter first gives a brief description about the genome architecture and function-
ality. It then discusses the current state as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the
representative data types presented, with an emphasis on how the genomic data are re-
lated to certain biological process and how they contribute to the analysis. Specifically,
this chapter gives a description about the acquisition process of gene expression data
from microarray technology, the main source of data analysed in this thesis, to help
understand the data particular characteristics. Later the key issues related to genomic
data analysis are laid out, as both derived from the literature and initial experimental
data analysis. Following this, the objectives of this thesis are presented. The chapter
concludes with a thesis outline and a description of chapter connections.
3
1.1 Genome Architecture and Functions
Figure 1.1: Key processes in the central pathway (adapted from [8]).
1.1 Genome Architecture and Functions
Functional genomics is, fundamentally, an area of research dedicated to understanding
the structure and functional organisation of the genome [40]. The central dogma states
that it is the genetic information encoded in the genes, which through a molecular
decoding process, facilitates the functioning of cells in a living organism [27]. Deci-
phering the gene control circuitry encoded in the genes and its functional organisation
is a fundamental problem in genomics research, and is a focus of this thesis.
The expression of genetic information encoded in the genes occurs in two stages, as
depicted in Figure 1.1. Genes are segments of DNA, which is a long double-stranded
anti-parallel molecule in which single complementary strands reversibly bind to each
other to form a double stranded helix. From the left of Figure 1.1, genes are regulated
by their own gene regulatory proteins, namely transcription factors, and transcribed
into messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) . This is the transcription stage, which refers
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to the process of making a single-stranded mRNA molecule using a single coding DNA
strand as a template, it is also the initial step of gene expression. mRNA are then trans-
lated into proteins which are responsible for carrying out nearly all cell functions. In
turn, some of the proteins can again act as transcription factors which act to (coordi-
nately) regulate transcription itself. These transcription factors regulate the next gene
expression for the gene themselves are encoded by and/or the transcription of other
genes. The whole procedure is governed by complex biochemical interactions that
regulate gene expression and interaction. Therefore, the regulatory mechanisms are
vital in directing genetic information flow and are the key to a global understanding of
genome functions.
Study of the above genetic information flow from gene to protein in the central
pathway helps reveal functional regulatory components in the genome, discover their
connections with each other, and ultimately lead to mapping out the whole picture
of the regulatory mechanism. The fundamental problem is how to infer collective
gene regulatory functions and clarifying the roles of genes in cellular processes. By
providing computational methodologies applicable to the high-throughput data that
monitor these processes, this thesis aims to shed light on the study of gene regulatory
mechanisms. The investigation focus is on transcriptional activities that are central to
the regulatory mechanisms in the genome.
1.1.1 Key Processes and Related Data
Recent advances in high-throughput technologies have enabled the entire information
flow procedure in the central pathway, as described in Section 1.1, to be captured on a
genome-wide scale. To map out how the data is monitoring different cellular processes
5
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Figure 1.2: Genomic data is providing large-scale descriptions of nearly all compo-
nents and interactions within the cell (adapted from [75]).
at different levels of the regulatory mechanism, three processes are explicitly listed
below, followed by related types of data that can provide relevant information about
these processes.
• Transcription factor binding Proteins that are transcription factors bind to
genes/segments of DNA, cause changes in their expression and facilitate tran-
scription.
• Gene expression Genes are transcribed into mRNAs, and the resulting mRNA
abundance can indicate the active genes and their expression levels.
• Protein-protein interaction mRNAs are translated into proteins which perform
cell functions. Some proteins that are transcription factors can again initialise
gene expression.
Figure 1.2 depicts these three processes tracing the genetic information flow. As in-
dicated in the adjacent boxes, the related data are classified into two categories, inter-
6
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action data or component data. The interaction data specify links between molecular
components while components data deal with the molecular content of the cell.
From the top, transcriptions factors (proteins) regulate and initiate transcription
of mRNA from DNA. The processes that are responsible for generating and modify-
ing these cellular components are generally dictated by molecular interactions, in this
case, by protein-DNA interactions. These interactions can be described with the tran-
scription factor binding data, which directly capture protein-DNA interactions in the
first place. Then during transcription, genes are expressed and result in mRNAs. The
presence and the relative abundance of resulting mRNA transcripts can be measured
by the component data of the microarray gene expression data. After these mRNA
are translated into proteins, protein-protein interactions are involved in translational
processes as well as enzymatic reactions. Protein-protein interaction data can indicate
how the end products interact and dictate cellular functions. This figure shows how
genome-scale data conveniently provide rich information about the key processes oc-
curring within the genome and proteome. Next, we review these representative data
and the techniques that are used to generate them.
Transcription factor binding data
(Transcription factor) Binding data directly identify interactions between proteins and
DNA in vivo, particularly between transcription factors and their target genes. Such
interactions fundamentally define the underlying regulatory network and reflect the
binding kinetics of the constituent molecular species (genes and proteins). Binding
data can be obtained with high-throughput technologies such as ChIP-Chip [98]. Still,
binding is only a necessary condition for regulation. Many true positives at the binding
level can be expected to be false positives at the regulatory level.
7
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Microarray gene expression time data
Microarray gene expression data record the levels of genes being expressed in order to
determine the set of genes that are differentially expressed between two experimental
treatments or conditions [114]. If microarray is used in expression profile experiments
that are conducted at subsequent time points, the resulting data consist of gene expres-
sion level measurements taken at either uniformly or unevenly distributed time points.
Gene expression data receive special attention in genomics research, both because of
its rich information and genome-wide coverage. However, the data is prone to high
degree of variability and noise due to inherent problems of the technique.
Protein-protein interaction data
Protein-protein interactions play critical roles in dictating most cellular process, such
as enzyme-complex formation and catalysis. In essence, information from protein-
protein interactions not only potentially reveals sets of proteins that are involved in the
same pathway, but also can be related to transcriptional regulation level in the sense that
interacting proteins are often co-expressed and co-localised to the same sub-cellular
compartment. Protein-protein interaction data can be obtained by the high-throughput
scaling of technologies that exhaustively probes all the potential interactions within
entire genomes, such as the yeast two-hybrid system [68]. However, these methods
can suffer from high false positive and false negative rates owing to their inherent lim-
itations [140].
The availability of these data makes it possible to understand gene functions and
interactions. In this way, key gene or gene combinations can be found to explain spe-
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cific cellular phenotypes which is the physical manifestation/change brought about by
altered gene expression, e.g. disease susceptibility. However, it is important to recog-
nise that high-throughput methods generally sacrifice specificity for scale, yielding
many false positives and high-level noise in the data. Since gene expression time se-
ries data provide dynamic information about cell activities, they are the main focus of
this thesis. The other two data types will be used in Chapter 4.
1.1.2 Microarray Data Acquisition
Of the three types of data, only microarray gene expression data analysed in this thesis
are time series data. Microarray data are obtained from time series experiments to asses
gene expression profiles in order to extract genomic information across time or under
different experimental treatments. Gene expressions over time can be captured and
recorded into a succession of numbers, on the scale of tens of thousands of genes. The
dynamic information in time series data is useful in studying casual relations between
time series, which are essentially equivalent to regulatory relationships between genes.
Ideally, this will ultimately lead to mapping out the regulatory circuits in the genome
[146].
Microarray is a high-throughput technology that can provide gene expression mea-
surements for thousands of gene simultaneously. A microarray has a collection of
DNA products printed onto a glass slide and each product is specific for an individual
gene. mRNA from two biological samples are fluorescently tagged and hybridised si-
multaneously to probes on the array. Through competitive binding of these probes to
the gene-specific DNA products a relative abundance of that gene within the two sam-
ples can be determined by capturing fluorescent signal information for each spot for
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the two separately tagged probes. The underlying hypotheses are that the mRNA abun-
dances in probes reflect the expression levels of the corresponding genes, and that the
mRNA abundances decides, as a result of the detection, the strength of the signal under
the excitation of a laser scanner, because abundant sequences will generate strong sig-
nals and rare sequences will generate weak signals. In other words, microarray takes
snapshots of gene expression levels of all the genes in an organism.
To obtain microarray gene expression time series, microarray experiments are per-
formed at different time points with either uniform or uneven intervals. Quantitative
data are extracted from the resulting microarray images, normalised and processed into
a gene expression matrix. Each row in this matrix describes the expression levels for
one gene across time. Consequently, gene expression time series data are obtained as
sequences of gene expression measured at successive time points at either uniform or
uneven time intervals [114].
1.2 Statistical Inference for Functional Genomics
Statistical inference for functional genomics aims at integrating statistical inference
methods and the understanding of functional mechanisms of the genome [40, 71].
To achieve the central goal of functional genomics, which is essentially extracting
biologically relevant network topologies, various types of techniques such as clustering
and network modelling can be utilised, so that problems can be systematically tackled.
This section provides a summary of relevant literature and problem formularisations
for the issues presented in this thesis.
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1.2.1 Tight Clustering of Gene Expression Profiles
To deal with the large-scale gene expression data, clustering is usually the initial step
towards biological inference for gene functions. Clustering aims to assign genes that
share similar expression patterns into the same cluster. It provides an efficient way
to extract information from large-scale gene expression data sets. Relevant genes can
be screened out for the biological process under study, or possible functional rela-
tionships can be found among tens of thousands of genes on a microarray. The un-
derlying assumption in clustering gene expression data is that co-expression indicates
co-regulation, thus clustering should identify genes that share similar functions. This
biological rationale is readily supported by both empirical observations and systematic
analysis [17].
Given this promising direction, various clustering methods have been proposed to
process the tremendous amount of microarray data, see [71, 72] for excellent reviews
of current techniques. Looking at the prevalence of the many existing algorithms there
may be no need to implement new ones. However, continuous development of the
microarray technique brings new challenges on a regular basis. Moreover, many ex-
isting methods were adapted or even directly applied to gene expression data from
conventional clustering algorithms [72], which may fail to meet current needs.
In particular, tight clustering arose recently from a desire to obtain tighter and
potentially more informative clusters in gene expression studies [138]. Scattered genes
with relatively loose correlations should be excluded from the gene clusters. Although
various model-based clustering methods have been proposed, few of them address the
need of obtaining tight and hence more biologically meaningful clusters. Objective
methods that are specifically designed to address pertinent problems and new methods
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are therefore essential. In Chapter 2, a new tight clustering method will be proposed to
meet these requirements.
1.2.2 Clustering Validation Using Functional Annotation
With many clustering algorithms available, it is non-trivial to select one that can best
tackle the challenges posed by the genomic data. Systematic formulation is therefore
needed to prove the feasibility of clustering methods in this field. While it is still open
to debate how a validation system should be constructed for gene expression clustering
to verify the usefulness of the schemes, one promising direction is assessing the perfor-
mance of an algorithm with existing biological knowledge. Outcomes from biological
research have been gathered and translated into databases over decades, which provide
specialised information to describe the functional profiles of genes. Exploiting infor-
mation from these databases can facilitate integrative analysis of experimental results
and existing knowledge, and further provide evidence for validation studies.
One of these databases, the Gene Ontology consortium (GO) [132], offers a wealth
of complementary biological knowledge and is one of the most important ontologies
for gene functions. Its structured vocabulary not only provides straightforward infor-
mation about the gene functions, but it is also computationally accessible to quantify
the relationships between genes. In essence, mappings are set up between genes and
structured functional categories, and thereby annotating genes with a defined set of
functions. Potentially, genes can be grouped according to their functional mappings to
corresponding GO terms, which provides a good validation platform for a clustering
method.
Consequently, many GO-driven methods have been proposed to establish func-
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tional relationships between genes and, ultimately, to assess the quality of gene clusters
[2, 29, 88]. However, none of them has systematically taken the structure information
in GO into account. In Chapter 3, a GO-driven clustering validation index is proposed
to make full use of the information provided by GO.
It is worth mentioning that another way of utilising GO knowledge in clustering
analysis is to incorporate GO information into the clustering process in the hope of
building more biologically meaningful clusters [22, 59, 129]. For example, it is pro-
posed in [129] that the number of clusters can be determined by extracting Web-based
knowledge to be used as input to their semi K-means algorithm. However, the ef-
fectiveness of this strategy greatly depends on the accuracy of knowledge about the
organism under study. It neglects the fact that existing knowledge and the true pat-
terns do not necessarily coincide and may as a result fail to discover the true biological
patterns. One of the reasons for this contradiction originates from the incompleteness
and false positives of biological databases. After all, an important goal for clustering
is to identify novel functional annotations. Indeed, it is the desire of understanding
the gap between statistical findings and current biological understanding that drives
researchers.
1.2.3 Transcriptional Regulatory Network Reconstruction
A gene regulatory network is a collection of genes and gene interactions with each
other indirectly through their RNA and protein expression products and with other
substances in the cell, thereby regulating the rates at which genes in the network are
transcribed. Reconstructing, or reverse-engineering, gene transcriptional regulatory
networks can be defined as the process of identifying regulating interactions among
13
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Figure 1.3: An Arabidopsis circadian gene network of six genes (adapted from Locke
et al [87]). Circles are proteins and DNA segments represent genes.
genes from biological data. Nowadays, genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data
are in massive production. By using these high-throughput data, transcriptional regula-
tory activities are modelled on a genome-wide scale. Most importantly, gene network
reconstruction helps clarify the role a gene plays in the transcriptional regulatory sys-
tem, so that relevant genes, such as important transcription factors, can be screened out
and chosen for further experimental manipulation to help consolidate the knowledge
of the system under investigation.
As an example of a transcriptional regulatory network, a circadian gene network in
Arabidopsis Thaliana is illustrated in Figure 1.3 as studied in [87]. One of the regula-
tory relationships in this network is the protein TOC, together with light derived input
signals, activates the gene LHY/CCA1 transcription, while the protein LHY/CCA1 in
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turn has regulatory effect on the transcription of the gene TOC.
Although gene expression data from microarrays are typically used for the purpose
of transcriptional regulatory network reconstruction [3], it often lacks the desirable
specificity and accuracy [11], since the information in the data is often entangled in
a complex mixture of various types of noise. When more than one biological data
source is available, integrative analysis is likely to offer significant advantages, and is
currently a subject of ongoing research. As shown in Section 1.1, DNA, RNA, and
protein interact with each other. The information from all three realms must be com-
bined to bring full understanding of the global cellular structure. Integrative inference
algorithms serve this purpose by exploiting, in addition to expression profiles, protein-
protein interaction data, sequence data, protein modification data, metabolic data and
more, in the inference process [3].
For integrative approaches, existing techniques have evolved from the simplest vot-
ing model [142] to more sophisticated Naı¨ve Bayesian Networks [82, 120], and pro-
gressively to substantially more complex systems nowadays [86, 127]. However, so
far there is no robust method that can be routinely applied to noisy and heterogeneous
data and yet be efficient enough for handling gene expression time series [135, 161].
One of the issues in designing such an integrative system arises from the diverse
formats of genomic data, which, in particular, is made explicit by the high-dimensional
microarray time series. The study of inferring gene networks from microarray time se-
ries data alone fits well into classical theories of dynamic systems. However, for exist-
ing time series inference methods the microarray time series are very often too short to
provide enough information about the regulatory relationships underneath concomitant
behaviour changes.
Moreover, interactions between genes in a regulatory network do not necessarily
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imply direct physical interactions, but can also refer to indirect regulations via proteins,
metabolites and mRNA that have not been measured directly. Computational analysis
that can differentiate between these two types of interactions are important to bring a
better understanding to the underlying network structure. New, objective methods are
needed in order to address these problems outside the boundary of classical theories.
In Chapter 4, a new gene regulatory network inference method is proposed to make
integrative inference from multiple data sources to increase predictive accuracy and to
address these issues.
1.3 Thesis Overview
1.3.1 Thesis Contributions
Although biologists possess a basic understanding of the mechanisms regulating the
flux and flow of information through this complex multidimensional regulatory sys-
tem, they have not yet determined individual roles of most genes in the transcriptional
system. This thesis presents computational tools to help infer gene functions, utilise
current biological knowledge, and discover gene regulatory relationships. The ap-
proaches combine ideas from signal processing, graph theory, Bayesian models. In
particular, it presents algorithms for gene clustering and network modelling, and solu-
tions for inferring from large-scale, noisy and diverse genomic data. In this respect, it
points out that efficiency, robustness and flexibility are the key to successful applica-
tions of statistical inference algorithms to this particular field of research.
One contribution of the thesis involves the discussion of advantages and limits in
current gene expression clustering research. In particular, we address the emerging
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problem in analysing gene expression data as discussed in Section 1.2.1, that gene
clusters often need to be tight/small enough to provide strong evidence for gene func-
tion discovery. Although various clustering methods have been proposed, few of them
address this need of obtaining tight clusters. At the same time, scattered genes with
relatively loose correlations within clusters should be excluded from gene clusters. We
point out that there is little work dedicated to this particular area of research in the
literature. In response, a new tight clustering algorithm is proposed specifically aiming
at the usually short gene expression time series.
The second contribution concerns utilising current biological knowledge for quan-
titative clustering validation. In Chapter 3, we analyse current progress in this field
and bring up limits and challenges, before laying out a validation framework specifi-
cally designed for GO. Two validation indices have been developed, based on a new
term-term distance defined within the realm of graph theory. Designed to overcome
the challenges aforementioned in Section 1.2.2, the proposed validity indices take into
account the variations in biological specificities for GO terms, the strength of relation-
ships between terms, and the graphical structure of GO.
Another contribution involves proposing a new computational method for integra-
tive analysis of heterogeneous data sources. Chapter 4 presents a Bayesian integrative
framework for transcriptional regulatory network reconstruction with a Markov Ran-
dom Fields [80] component that applies the tight clustering method proposed in Chap-
ter 2. A stochastic process for parameter estimation is designed to achieve robustness
to noise, yet the system remains efficient enough to facilitate large-scale analysis. This
chapter not only addresses the issue of integrating different formats of genomic data
by providing a simple yet effective solution, but also reveals diverse characteristics of
different types of biological data.
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1.3.2 Thesis Organisation
Chapter 2, 3, and 4 constitute the three core analytical chapters in this thesis. Each
chapter has its individual section of literature review, emphasising on the research gaps
in the current literature. In an attempt to bridge these gaps, a solution is proposed and
demonstrated to be effective in the experimental section, independently.
Nevertheless, all chapters are connected in one way or another. The partial mixture
model-based clustering algorithm proposed in Chapter 2 serves as a preliminary step
towards inference and is used throughout the thesis when necessary. Complementary
to Chapter 2, Chapter 3 introduces a Gene Ontology-driven validation method, provid-
ing evidence of the superior performance of the partial mixture clustering algorithm.
Moreover, it provides useful insights into the complex structure of Gene Ontology.
Chapter 4 constitutes the gene network inference part of research. In Chapter 4, an
integration framework for combining different biological sources is proposed for tran-
scriptional regulatory gene network reconstruction. Such a network is useful in dis-
covering relevant network structure and identifying important genes in certain cellular
process.
Chapter 5, the concluding chapter, summarises the finding of the studies in this
thesis, while providing insights into their implications and impacts to this field. It
reviews the goals set in Chapter 1, objectives raised and solutions presented in the
subsequent chapters, and points out promising directions for further research.
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Partial Mixture Model for Tight
Clustering Gene Expression
2.1 Introduction
With the advances of high-throughput microarray techniques, gene expression data
clustering has been an active research area. Gene expression clustering aims to reveal
groups of genes that share similar functions in the biological pathways. In particular,
consider gene expression time series experiments, where the data are made up of tens
of thousands of genes, each with measurements taken at either uniformly or unevenly
distributed time points. For such large-scale data sets as the gene expression time
series, clustering provides a good initial investigation tool, which ultimately leads to
biological inference.
In this chapter, we review previous advances, discuss existing problems and pro-
pose a novel clustering algorithm specifically targeting gene expression time series.
Some of the materials in this chapter have appeared before in [157]. The rest of this
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chapter is outlined as follows.
In Section 2.2, we first review probabilistic models on which some popular clus-
tering methods are based, and the parameter estimation methods that are routinely
applied, in order to understand the intrinsic problems in existing clustering methods.
Then through a discussion of current research trends, we show that conventional clus-
tering algorithms cannot be simply adapted and applied to this field. In contrast, in-
novative and objective set ups are needed to tackle new problems in high-throughput
genomic data in the hope of revealing biologically meaningful results.
In response to the existing problems and new challenges, a partial mixture model
teamed with a minimum distance estimator is formulated for gene expression tight
clustering in Section 2.3. The inherent robustness of the minimum distance estima-
tor is experimentally proved, which makes it a powerful tool for outlier detection in
model-based clustering. In the comparative experiments in Section 2.4, both biolog-
ical and statistical validations for the proposed method are conducted on a simulated
data set and two real gene expression data sets. The superior performance of the pro-
posed method is confirmed by both biological and statistical validity indices. More-
over, the experimental results show that the tight clusters obtained by our proposed
method are more biologically informative. This further proves the suitability of the
proposed method in this field.
The study concludes by providing new biological hypothesis from the integrative
analysis of the machine learning results and current biological knowledge. We show
that tight clustering is capable of generating more profound understanding of the data
set, well in accordance to established biological knowledge. It also provides new inter-
esting hypotheses from the interpretation of clustering results. In particular, we provide
biological evidence that scattered genes can be relevant and are interesting subjects for
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study, in contrast to prevailing opinion.
2.2 Existing Methods and Future Needs
Various model-based methods for clustering gene expression data have been proposed
following the advances of microarray technique. Among them, finite mixture model
methods are the most popular [63, 152]. Finite mixtures of distributions have offered
a sound mathematical-based approach to statistical modelling [96].
A typical routine using these methods consists of two stages. First, a finite mixture
model of the form p(x) = ∑Ki=1 wi pi(x, θ) for a random variable x is designed. wi is
the proportion of the corresponding density pi(x, θ) with parameters θ. Assuming that
there is an underlying true model/density, three sets of parameters need to be estimated
or explicitly specified: the number of clusters K, the proportions of clusters w and the
parameter settings θ for the densities. Then, the optimal parameters for the model are
systemically found, so that the fitted model/density is as close to the true model/density
as possible.
For modelling time series, pi(x, θ) is usually designed with a linear model to capture
the dynamics in time series. Two of the most popular linear models are described here.
2.2.1 Linear Models
In order to design an appropriate model, continuous representation of gene expression
time series are preferred to capture the system dynamics. Many existing models for
fitting gene expression time series fall into one or more of these categories: the spline
regression models [4, 16, 63], the mixed effects models [92, 101] and the autoregres-
sive models [151]. Next, we briefly review some of these representative models in the
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literature.
2.2.1.1 Spline model
Spline models have received special attention in the clustering community for their
desirable properties. For example, the use of piecewise low-degree polynomials results
in smooth curves and avoids the problems of overfitting. Take the model in [4] as an
example, cubic polynomials with B-spline basis are used for fitting gene expression
time series data. Cubic polynomials are the lowest degree polynomials that allow for a
point of inflection. The advantage of B-spline lies in that the degree of the polynomials
is independent from the number of points and that curve shape is controlled locally.
A cubic spline consisting of ι parameterised polynomials can be formulated as
y(t) =
ι∑
i=1
AiS i(t), (2.1)
where y is a vector of data, Ai are the coefficients and S i are the polynomials. t is the
parameter which, in the case of time series analysis, refers to time.
For the application to gene expression time series data, it is desirable to use B-
spline basis to obtain smoothing spline, as smoothing spline use fewer basis coeffi-
cients than observed data points thus avoiding overfitting. Suppose observations are
made at m time points, this imposes the constraint ι < m.Using the Cox-deBoor recur-
sion formula [110], the B-spline basis can be calculated as
b j,0(t) =

1, if s j ≤ t < s j+1
0, otherwise,
(2.2)
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b j,k(t) =
t − s j
s j+k − s j
b j,k−1(t) +
s j+k+1 − t
s j+k+1 − s j+1
b j+1,k−1(t). (2.3)
As the order of the basis polynomials, k is 4 for cubic polynomial. s j are the knots
where j is in the range of [1, ι+ k]. As splines are piecewise polynomials, the abscissa
values of the join points where the polynomials join are called knots. Knots give the
curve freedom to fit more closely to the data. The use of knot vector s particularly
suits microarray data analysis, since it can be defined to be either uniform or unevenly
spaced. According to the purpose of the microarray experiments, it is sometimes de-
sirable to place more knots where biological activity is intense, instead of using the
uniform knot vector as in [4].
For applications, take the mixture model in [4] as an example. Let Y denotes gene
expression data of n genes {yi|i = 1...n}, the mixture model is also a mixed effect model
with both cluster specific and gene specific coefficients
yi = S i(µ j + γi, j) + εi. (2.4)
µ j denotes the average value of the spline coefficients for genes in class j, and γi, j
denotes the gene specific variation coefficients, depending on the class assignment j.
εi is Gaussian noise. Both γi, j and εi are normally distributed with mean zero and
variances Γ j and σ2, respectively.
2.2.1.2 Autoregressive model
Suppose Y = {yi|i = 1, 2, ..., n} is a multivariate stationary time series of n variables and
t time points. A p-order vector autoregressive model specifies the value of a variable at
a time point t as formulated in Eq.(2.5). Y(t) is a linear combination of a constant/mean
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value, the past of the multivariate time series, and noise
Y(t) = B + A
p∑
u=1
Y(t − u) + ε(t). (2.5)
B is a constant matrix of size n × t. ε consists of vectors of residuals {εi|i = 1...n},
each is assumed to be zero mean noise with variance σ2i . A is a n × n coefficient
matrix representing the dynamic structure. A special case of the p-order autoregres-
sive process, the first-order autoregressive model is often considered when analysing
microarray data for the sake of simplicity [81, 102, 151]
Y(t) = B + AY(t − 1) + ε(t). (2.6)
When A is a constant matrix, this model assumes homogeneity across time. The pa-
rameters are often estimated by optimisation methods such as the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) [63, 108, 141].
2.2.2 Parameter Estimation
For the task of parameter estimation, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is one
of the most extensively used statistical estimation techniques in the literature. For a
variety of models, maximum likelihood functions[63, 101, 141] have been applied for
estimating parameters of probability distributions. The solution often involves max-
imising the likelihood over each parameter by iteratively applying the expectation-
maximisation (EM) algorithm [35]. Examples abound [4, 63, 92, 94, 101].
The EM algorithm alternates between inference about the hidden variables (the ex-
pectation step) and maximal likelihood estimation of the model parameters (the max-
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imisation step). The expectation step in EM first uses temporary data to represent a
reasonable guess for the hidden variables. Then the parameter estimation proceeds as
if the data is complete, maximising a likelihood function for the parameters. Once
a solution for the parameter estimates is produced, it is used to place the temporary
data values with better guesses. The two-step process is then repeated again until con-
vergence, i.e., when the difference between the parameters updates is smaller than a
predefined value.
For example, EM is used to determine the maximum likelihood estimation for the
model in [4] (see Eq.(2.4)). Cluster memberships are treated as missing data. The
optimisation problem can be decomposed in the following way, assuming γi has been
observed:
p(Y, γi, j|Γ, σ2, µ) (2.7)
=p(Y |γi, j, Γ, σ2, µ)p(γi, j|Γ, σ2, µ)
=
∏
i
∏
j
Z( j|i) 1(2π)niσni exp[−
1
2σ2
(Yi − S i(µ j + γi, j))T (Yi − S i(µ j + γi, j))]×
1
(2π)qΓ1/2j
exp[− 1
2Γ j
γTi, jγi, j],
where Z( j|i) is a binary indicator variable that assigns each gene to exactly one class.
The E-step finds the probability of each gene i belonging to cluster j, p( j|i),
p( j|i) = p j p(Yi|γi, j, Γ j, σ
2, µ j)∑
k pk p(Yi|γik, Γk, σ2, µk)
. (2.8)
The M-step maximises the parameters with respect to the probability p( j|i). And
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at the end the cluster probability p j are updated through
p j =
1
n
n∑
i
p( j|i). (2.9)
The two-step process is then repeated until convergence is reached. Each gene i is then
assigned to class j that maximises p( j|i).
2.2.3 Limitations of Existing Methods
It is observed that model-based approaches generally achieve superior performance to
many others [46, 63, 133, 153]. Nevertheless, current methods generally rely on cor-
rect model assumption. For example, the autoregressive model as described in Section
2.2.1.2 requires Markov property and stationarity [94]. The former requirement may
not hold for some time series data. Stationarity means the system that generates time
series should be time invariant. Thus the temporal structure of the data and the length
of sampling intervals are not considered in this approach.
Also, rigorous statistical inference is needed for the estimation of model parame-
ters. The parametric nature of existing methods requires an optimisation process which
might be time consuming. The initial values to start the optimisation often need fine
tuned. To be specific, the problem with the quasi-Newton type of optimisation meth-
ods [31] is that the quantities can be estimated only when they satisfy some constraints,
while with EM, some parameters have to be explicitly specified and others have to be
initialised. For example, in [4, 101, 151] the number of clusters K has to be known a
priori, which is not practical in microarray data analysis. Moreover, the existence of
local optima of the likelihood function and the requirement for an initial configuration
mean that several runs are needed before a satisfactory clustering outcome is produced.
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Apart from the aforementioned issues, clustering algorithms may have other inher-
ent problems. For example, SplineCluster [63] is an efficient hierarchical clustering
program based on nonlinear regression splines. The use of nonlinear spline basis can
accommodate non-stationary time-dependence and unequal intervals in the data. Start-
ing from singleton clusters, the idea is to successively merge clusters based on a po-
tential function to form a dendrogram. The algorithm is efficient and straightforward
to visualise. However, as a common problem to all hierarchical clustering methods,
the broadest clusters often contain many scattered genes and can sometimes be hard to
interpret, as later merges often depend on aggregated measures of clusters.
In summary, existing methods have their inherent problems. Multivariate Gaussian
models [44] ignore the time order of gene expression and therefore cannot account
for the correlation structure in time series data [94]. Spline models [4, 63, 92, 94]
and autoregressive models [151], such as the ones presented in Section 2.2.1.1 and
Section 2.2.1.2, generally apply EM for parameter estimation, and are computationally
expensive for large data sets. Moreover, there has been extensive use of maximum
likelihood estimator (MLE) [78] for model parameter estimation. By contrast, the
minimum distance estimator (MDE) [10] has been largely ignored.
2.2.4 Emergence of Tight Clustering
Intuitively, tight clustering refers to methods that can be built upon an existing partition
to obtain core patterns that are more easily interpretable. The initial partition can be
obtained either empirically or by using generic algorithms such as the K-means algo-
rithm. Only clusters of closely related genes are then separated from these clusters,
leaving scattered genes out. As a result, more information can possibly be revealed
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from tight clusters. For example, being in the same tight cluster is strong evidence
that the genes share similar functions. Or, if genes in one functional category are allo-
cated into different tight clusters, one may pursue possible explanation by looking into
these clusters. One possible result of such investigation is that some genes have un-
known functions that affect their expression patterns, hence leads to new gene function
discovery.
In this sense, to obtain tight clusters, some genes should be classified as scattered
genes, if forcing them into clusters will only disturb biologically relevant patterns.
Indeed, the issue of scattered genes has received more attention only recently [71,
138]. Currently, there are few methods to deal with scattered genes with respect to the
analysis of gene expression time series.
To the best of our knowledge, the work of [138] is the first to address the problem
about tight clustering. But it relies on heavy computation due to the nature of random
resampling. For the methods that address the problem of scattered genes, one popular
method is MCLUST [44, 153]. MCLUST is an unsupervised method based on multi-
variate Gaussian models. The models are characterised by their geometric features for
the clusters: shape, orientation and volume. Each time the best models are selected for
the data set being clustered and then the model parameters are estimated by EM. It was
proposed in [45] that outliers can be modelled by adding a Poisson process component
in the mixture model. A recent implementation of MCLUST [47] allows an additional
component of homogeneous Poisson process for modelling scattered genes/noise. This
method relies on correct model specification and the robustness of the parameter esti-
mator.
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When analysing gene expression time series data, special attention needs to be paid to
the following issues:
• Number of clusters: The main difficulty about the model-based methods con-
cerns the number of clusters K, which has to be specified most of the time. It
is particularly problematic for microarray data, which may be evenly distributed
in the gene expression space and thus may not have any straightforward solution
featuring isolated clusters.
• Scattered genes: Recently, it has been proposed to allow a noisy set of genes
not being clustered [138]. In microarray experiments, it is generally expected
that many genes could show uncorrelated variations and are unrelated to the
biological process under investigation. Forcing these genes into clusters will
only introduce more false positives, resulting in distorted clusters and difficulty
in interpretation. It is later experimentally verified that methods that allow for
scattered genes give better accuracy and robustness [133].
• Tight clusters: It is suggested that tight clusters are often more biologically
informative, typically of size 20-60 genes [138]. Conventional methods pro-
duce large and loose clusters, while biologists often need to conduct research
on smaller groups of closely related genes. Therefore, tight clustering has been
proposed for obtaining smaller and tighter clusters from gene expression data.
In this section, we present our partial mixture model algorithm to address the above
challenges in a semi-parametric fashion. Built upon the advantages of MDE and par-
tial modelling, the algorithm performs tight clustering which naturally incorporates
replication information and allows a set of scattered genes to be left out.
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To relieve the system of the tedious parameter optimisation process, our proposed
partial mixture model is based on the MDE instead of the MLE. There are many unique
features of MLE, including its efficiency. However the practical deficiencies of MLE,
besides those issues with its optimisation, are the lack of robustness against noise and
its sensitivity to the correctness of model specification. We discuss in this chapter the
performance of the appealing alternative, MDE, which is less explored in this field.
Inspired by the work of [117, 118], MDE is used to relax the system’s dependence on
parameter optimisation. MDE provides robust estimation against noise and outliers,
which is especially appropriate for gene expression data analysis, where data are of-
ten noisy. To show the improvement in performance offered by the new method, we
compare the proposed method to SplineCluster and MCLUST in the experiments.
2.3.1 Minimum Distance Estimator (MDE)
Given a density function f (·), its corresponding parameters θ and n variables of interest
xi, i = 1, 2, ..., n, we aim to find the optimal parameters ˆθ to approximate the true
parameters θ0 by minimising the integrated squared difference
d( f (θ), f (θ0)) =
∫ [ f (x|θ) − f (x|θ0)]2 dx, (2.10)
which gives
d( f (θ), f (θ0)) =
∫
f (x|θ)2dx − 2
∫
f (x|θ) f (x|θ0)dx +
∫
f (x|θ0)2dx. (2.11)
The last integral
∫
f (x|θ0)2dx is a constant with respect to θ, thus can be ignored. The
second integral can be obtained through kernel density estimation [105]. Therefore,
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the MDE criterion simplifies to
ˆθ = arg min
θ

∫
f (x|θ)2dx − 2
n
n∑
i=1
f (xi|θ)
 . (2.12)
There are many interesting features of MDE. First of all, it comes with the same ro-
bustness as all other minimum distance techniques [52, 95, 104, 159]. Secondly, MDE
approximates data by making the residuals as close to normal in distribution as pos-
sible [52, 95, 159], which will turn out to be very useful for the model set up to be
described later. These features will be further explained and illustrated in the experi-
ments. We will also illustrate derivation of the MDE criterion for parameter estimation
for our partial regression algorithm. Owning to space restrictions, some discussions,
results and elaborations have been relegated to Appendix A.
2.3.2 Weighted Mixture Model with MDE
In principle, the finite mixture model methodology assumes that the probability density
function, f (x|θ), can be modelled as the sum of weighted component densities. The
weights are often constrained to have a sum of 1. It is revealed later that this constraint
is not necessary. More flexible models can be obtained by relieving the system from
this constraint. A weighted Gaussian mixture model has the form:
f (x|θ) =
K∑
k=1
wkφ(x|µk, σ2k), w1 + w2 + ...wK = 1, (2.13)
where φ is the Gaussian density function, µ, σ are the mean and standard deviation, K is
the number of components, and wk, k = 1, 2, ..., K are the weight parameters. However,
by relieving the constraint of ∑Kk=1 wk = 1, the system can be extended for overlapping
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clustering inference [117] since the sum of the amount of data being modelled in all
clusters can exceed the total amount of data. Later, we will further prove that the
amount of modelled data can also be less than the total amount of data. In all cases,
wk indicates the proportion of data points that are allocated in the kth component. Let
gK(x|θ) be the part in Eq.(2.12) to be minimised for a K-component mixture model, we
have
gK(x|θ) =
∫
f (x|θ)2dx − 2
n
n∑
i=1
f (xi|θ). (2.14)
On the other hand,
∫
φ(x|µ, σ2)2dx =
∫ [
1√
2πσ
exp(−(x − µ)
2
2σ2
)
]2
dx
=
1
2σ
√
π
∫
1√
2π σ√
2
exp(−(x − µ)
2
2( σ√
2
)2 )dx (2.15)
=
1
2σ
√
π
.
And from [143, Section 2.6],
∫
φ1(x|µ1, σ21)φ2(x|µ2, σ22)dx
=φ(µ1 − µ2|0, σ21 + σ22)
∫
φ(x|σ
2
1µ2 + σ
2
2µ1
σ21 + σ
2
2
,
σ21σ
2
2
σ21 + σ
2
2
)dx (2.16)
=φ(µ1 − µ2|0, σ21 + σ22).
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By combining Eq.(2.13), (2.15) and (2.16), we have
∫
f (x|θ)2dx
=
∫
(
K∑
k=1
w2kφ(x|µk, σ2k)2 +
K∑
k=1
K∑
l=1
wkwlφ(x|µk, σ2k)φ(x|µl, σ2l ))dx
=
K∑
k=1
w2k
2
√
πσk
+
∫ K∑
k=1
K∑
l=1
wkwlφ(x|µk, σ2k)φ(x|µl, σ2l )dx (2.17)
=
K∑
k=1
w2k
2
√
πσk
+
K∑
k=1
K∑
l=1
wkwlφ(µk − µl|0, σ2k + σ2l ).
Thus from Eq.(2.14) and (2.17), the distance for the K-component Gaussian mixture
model can be expressed as
gK(x|θ) (2.18)
=
K∑
k=1
w2k
2
√
πσk
+
K∑
k=1
K∑
l=1
wkwlφ(µk − µl|0, σ2k + σ2l ) −
2
n
n∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
wkφ(xi|µk, σ2k).
gK(x|θ) is a closed-form expression, whose minimisation can be performed by a stan-
dard nonlinear optimisation method. We use a Newton-type algorithm [36] imple-
mented in R as a function nlm().
For example, a one-component model has the following MDE criterion
ˆθ = arg min
θ
[g1(x|θ)] (2.19)
= arg min
θ
 w
2
2
√
πσ
− 2w
n
n∑
i=1
φ(xi|µ, σ2)
 .
We aim to further relieve the system from the constraints posed by the weight param-
eters, whilst keeping its weighted-component structure. In the next section the idea of
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partial modelling is presented. It originated from the fact that incomplete densities are
allowed [7], so the model will be fitted to the most relevant data.
2.3.3 Partial Mixture Model with MDE (PMDE)
The weight parameters are of particular importance in a partial mixture model. They
allow the model to estimate the component/components, while their value indicates the
proportions of fitted data, so the rest of the data can be treated as scattered genes/outliers.
This approach is first described in [117] for outlier detection. It was suggested in [71]
that by forcing a large scaling parameter in one of the components in the mixture,
scattered genes can be accommodated in this component. However, partial modelling
provides a more flexible alternative approach, as described later.
Although it is suggested in [117] that the unconstrained mixture model can be
applied for clustering, through our experiments it is clear that if the data overlap to a
certain degree, all components will converge to the biggest component as a result of
model freedom. Moreover, it is impractical to formulate the criterion in the form of
Eq.(2.18) when it comes to implementation. Instead, we solve the problem by taking
advantage of the one-component model to formulate our clustering algorithm.
2.3.3.1 The spline regression model
To provide continuous representations of gene expression time series profiles, a linear
regression model with nonlinear cubic spline bases is set up. The linear regression
model is capable of capturing the inherent time dependence, while the nonlinear spline
bases help accommodate the underlying stochastic process in the data. The advantage
of using cubic spline lies in the fact that degree of the polynomials is independent of
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the number of points and that the curve shape is controlled locally.
Let Y be the gene expression data matrix of size n×m, with n the number of genes
to be modelled and m the number of time points. Yi can be modelled as
Y = α + Qβ + ε. (2.20)
Q is the design matrix of size nm × q consisting of a linear combination of cubic B-
spline basis functions as described in Eq.(2.2) and (2.3), with q being the number of
knots. The error term ε represents the residuals taken as a weighted Gaussian distribu-
tion w · N(0, σ2ε). α is the intercept and the q-vector β are the regression coefficients.
As stated before, the useful feature of MDE is that it fits data in such a way that
the residuals are close to normal, so that the residual can be modelled by a normal
distribution. Therefore, our model becomes
ε = Y − α − Qβ. (2.21)
Given Eq.(2.13), (2.15) and (2.21), the one-component PMDE fit for this model has
the form of
ˆθ = arg min
θ

∫
(wφ(ε|0, σε))2dε − 2
n
n∑
i=1
wφ(εi|0, σ2ε)
 (2.22)
= arg min
θ
 12√πw2σ−1ε −
2w
n
n∑
i=1
φ(εi|0, σ2ε)
 ,
where θ = {w, α, β1, ...βq, σε}, and φ is the density of a normal random variable. Alto-
gether there are q + 3 parameters to be estimated.
The number of knots q determines the degree of smoothing and can be chosen
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according to the quality of data. Detailed discussion of this issue are skipped in this
thesis. Interested readers are referred to [48]. In summary, this spline regression model
captures the inherent time dependencies among data, where the error term is of partic-
ular importance as it can pick up the noise.
The proposed algorithm is designed specifically for gene expression clustering, tak-
ing into consideration the issues raised in Section 2.2.3. The knot vector in the spline
model can accommodate uniform or unevenly spaced time points, as noted in Section
2.2.1.1. MDE, with its robustness, is excellent in detecting outliers/scattered genes.
The number of clusters is determined by the algorithm itself, by setting a stopping
criteria for it.
2.3.3.2 The stopping criteria
A statistical measure of partition quality, the Calinski and Harabasz (CH) index [21]
as formulated in Eq.(2.23), is used to design a stopping criteria for the proposed algo-
rithm. The CH index is given as
CH(K) = BS S (K)/(K − 1)
WS S (K)/(n − K) , (2.23)
where BS S (·) and WS S (·) are the between-cluster and within-cluster distances defined
as
BS S (K) = 1
2
K∑
l=1
∑
xi<Cl,x j∈Cl
d2(xi, x j), (2.24)
WS S (K) = 1
2
K∑
l=1
∑
xi,x j∈Cl
d2(xi, x j). (2.25)
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xi and x j stand for the ith and the jth variables. Squared Euclidean distance is used for
distance measurement d2(xi, x j). Cl in Eq.(2.24) and (2.25) stands for the lth cluster.
The idea behind the CH measure is to compute the pairwise sum of squared errors (dis-
tances) between clusters and compare that to the internal sum of squared errors for each
cluster. In effect, it is a measure of between-cluster dissimilarity over within-cluster
dissimilarity. The optimum clustering outcome should be the one that maximises the
CH index in Eq.(2.23).
2.3.4 Experimental Validation of MDE with partial modelling
The main feature of our model is its ability to identify the key component, if any, and
a set of outliers, in order to find the data structure. Therefore, a feasible parameter
estimator is of paramount importance. We empirically validate our points about the
nature of partial modelling and MDE through fitting four simple simulated data sets.
The performance of both MDE with partial modelling and MLE with a one-component
spline regression model (K=1) is compared in terms of data fitting accuracy and ro-
bustness. All data sets are generated by sine functions, modelling cyclic behavior of
genes, which are widely employed in the literature [92, 152]. Time series length is 25
time points which is a typical number of microarray experiments. Gaussian noise is
added to all data. The number of knots for both spline models is chosen to be 15 ac-
cording to the stepwise selection criterion of knots in regression splines [123], to allow
for flexibility in curves while avoiding overfitting. Surprisingly, superior performance
was achieved for the PMDE fits even on such simple data sets.
We begin with simulating the situation when the number of components (3) in the
data is seriously underestimated, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). Three components are
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generated from three sine waves simulating gene expression data of three clusters. The
components comprise 60%, 20% and 20% of the data, respectively. The MDE with
partial modelling fit is highlighted by the pink line and the MLE fit is blue. MDE with
partial modelling locates the major component, while MLE is biased to all data. MDE
with partial modelling appears to be superior to MLE in such a scenario. The fact that
the MDE with partial modelling can find the key component without compromising
the others suggests a solution to the vexing problem when the number of components
is unknown, which is often the situation in gene expression clustering. Histograms of
residuals from both fits are plotted in Figure 2.1(b) and (c) to prove that MDE with
partial modelling fit the data in such a way that the residuals are close to normal.
More data sets shown in Figure 2.1 (d)-(f) are used to compare the performances
of MDE and MLE in different scenarios. When there are two components of entirely
opposite behaviors, we can see from Figure 2.1(d) that the MLE fit is almost flat,
while MDE fits the larger component (60% of the data). The situation where lots of
outliers are present is simulated in Figure 2.1(e), where the major component has 60%
of the data and the rest (40%) are generated from three different sine waves. MDE
demonstrates its robustness by capturing the major component, while MLE is biased.
However, in the case of two clusters of exactly equal size as shown in Figure 2.1(f),
MDE fails, as it is designed to capture only one component but now cannot decide
which one to fit. This can be solved by using a multi-component model.
From these examples, it is observed that MDE has the ability to identify the rele-
vant fraction of data and distinguish it from outliers, while MLE blurs the distinction
by accounting for all data. This is of great value for massive data sets, when the data
structure is unclear and lots of outliers are present. The smoother fits of the proposed
MDE than that of MLE manifest the fact that the former is more robust against noise.
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All these suggest MDE a promising tool for microarray data analysis. Interested read-
ers are referred to Appendix A, for comparison of the two estimators on theoretical
ground.
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Figure 2.1: Comparing MDE and MLE by data fitting and their residual histograms.
(a) MDE fit (pink line) and MLE fit (blue line) to simulated data generated from three
sine waves; (b) Histogram of residuals by MDE; (c) Histogram of residuals by MLE;
(d) MDE fit (pink line) and MLE (blue line) fit to simulated data generated from two
sine waves; (e) MDE fit (pink line) and MLE (blue line) fit to data with many outliers;
(f) MDE fit (pink line) and MLE (blue line) fit when two components are of same size.
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2.3.5 The PMDE Clustering Algorithm
Tight clustering, by definition, builds compact clusters upon an existing partition. The
initial partition, if not available, can be obtained by some empirical knowledge or
heuristic clustering methods such as K-means. Given an initial partition, the clustering
procedure is formulated as in Algorithm 1.
In the initialisation step of the algorithm, an existing partition of a data set is provided
Algorithm 1 Partial Regression Clustering
Require: Initialisation: an initial partition is obtained.
repeat
1. Fit partial regression model to each of the clusters;
2. Identify potential outliers according to a tightness threshold υ and discard them
from the clusters;
3. For all outliers, fit partial regression model to form a new cluster;
repeat
4. For all genes re-evaluate distances to all existing spline regression models,
assign them to the closest one;
5. Fit partial regression models to all clusters;
6. Calculate CH value based on current partitions;
until the clustering quality measured by CH value fails to improve;
7. Take the partition with highest CH value;
until no partial regression model can be fitted to the outliers;
8. Label all outliers as scattered genes.
as input. The tightness threshold, υ, controls the tightness and the number of refined
clusters produced by the algorithm as output. It is defined as the reciprocal of the
weighted mean variance of the clusters of the initial partition. Therefore, the greater
the threshold is (i.e., the smaller the variance is), the tighter the clusters become and
the more the clusters are formed. The weights are determined in proportion to the size
of the clusters. In the main loop, after each new cluster is generated, all data points
are reassigned in the gene redistribution loop, so the resultant clusters should be of
reasonable size. The rationale supporting our design is based on the features of partial
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modelling and robustness of the MDE estimator, which we believe is able to find the
relevant components in the data, while not being distracted by outliers. The residuals,
as a natural byproduct of model fitting, can be used as the distance between data points
and spline regression models. The effectiveness of the algorithm depends on the model
normality. Often gene expression data are transformed during pre-processing so that
data normality holds approximately. When the model normality holds approximately,
clusters can be found.
In this framework, we use deterministic class assignment during the clustering pro-
cess. Stochastic relaxation or weighted assignment is regarded as more moderate than
deterministic assignment. However, it is also commonly recognised that stochastic re-
laxation, such as simulated annealing, does not guarantee convergence. In fact, the
selection of starting temperature or the setting of annealing schedule are often heuris-
tic. An initial temperature, set too high, leads to high computational cost while an
initial temperature, set too low, yields similar result as deterministic relaxation but in-
curs higher computational cost than deterministic relaxation. After intensive testing
with stochastic and deterministic relaxation on the data sets we used, we observed
that deterministic assignment strikes a better balance between computational cost and
clustering accuracy.
2.4 Experimental Results
2.4.1 Experiment on Simulated Data
Simulated data sets are necessary in evaluating the algorithm performance because the
biological meaning of real data sets are very often not clear. Besides, simulated data
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Figure 2.2: The resulting partition by the partial regression clustering algorithm for the
simulated data set. The first 6 plots correspond to the gene clusters, the left plot in the
third row shows the outliers, the right plot in the last row shows the whole data set.
sets provide more controllable conditions to test an algorithm. However, the simulated
data need to share statistical characteristics with biological data.
A simulated data set is generated from a model x(i, j) = αi + βiψ(i, j) + ε(i, j),
where ψ(i, j) = sin(γi j + ωi). α, β, γ, ω are cluster-specific parameters and are chosen
according to a normal distribution with mean equal to 2 and standard deviation 1. This
kind of simulation has been used in many studies for clustering validation [97, 116].
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In detail, the data set is generated from the following patterns:
x1(i, j) = 0.1 + sin(1/3 j) + ε(i, j),
x2(i, j) = −0.1 + sin(1/3 j − 1) + ε(i, j),
x3(i, j) = 1.2sin(2/5 j − 2) + ε(i, j), (2.26)
x4(i, j) = 1.5sin(1/3 j − 3.5) + ε(i, j),
x5(i, j) = 0.5sin(2/5 j − 2.2) + ε(i, j),
x6(i, j) = 0.6sin(1/3 j − 3.8) + ε(i, j).
ψ models the cyclic behavior of gene expression patterns. 30 time points are taken
from the models in Eq.(2.26), with i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 6}, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 30}. The cluster sizes
are 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 80. To model the noisy environment of microarray experiments,
Gaussian noise ε is added to all data. In total, 10 outliers are generated by adding large
variance Gaussian noise to three sine waves. Altogether, the simulated data set is of
size 440. Finally, we manually reduced the amplitude of patterns of two clusters to
increase the complexity of the simulated data set. The simulated data in the first two
plots in Figure 2.2 have part of their patterns modified and shifted.
The clustering result by the proposed PMDE is depicted in Figure 2.2. The correct
partition is achieved, with all ten outliers detected as shown in the seventh plot and the
whole data set plotted in the last one.
2.4.2 Experiments on Yeast Cell Cycle (Y5) Data Set
A clustering method can be evaluated on theoretical grounds by internal or external
validation, or both. For internal validation, a statistical measure is preferred. Our
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algorithm is first validated via the CH measure in a comparison with SplineCluster and
MCLUST, two of the most popular clustering methods in the literature. On the other
hand, a measure of agreement such as the adjusted Rand index (ARI) [64] between
the resulting partition and the true partition, if known, is often used as an external
validation criterion. Although a lot of evaluations for methods of the same kind are
conducted in this way [97, 116, 133, 152], we note that there is currently no ground
truth, given our knowledge of the biological structures [39].
Recognising this, we set out to evaluate the performance of our algorithm by sys-
tematically finding biologically relevant evidence [43, 73, 107]. The key to interpret a
clustering outcome is to recognise the functional relationships among genes within a
cluster as well as between clusters. To this aim, we first provide an enrichment anal-
ysis for individual clusters based on Gene Ontology [132], one of the most important
and widespread ontologies in Bioinformatics. Then, the overall performance between
different clustering algorithms is compared by biological validation.
Yeast cell cycle (Y5) data set
The yeast Y5 data set [24] is popular in the clustering literature for its easy accessi-
bility. Expression levels of Saccharomyces Cerevisiae measured at 17 time points. A
subset of 384 genes are chosen according to their different peak time in five cell cy-
cle phases: Early G1(G1E), late G1(G1L), S, G2 and M [152]. Based on their peak
time, this data set was originally clustered into five gene clusters [152], as shown in
Figure 2.3 except the bottom right plot. The original partition makes use of only par-
tial information of gene expression which directly leads to the ambiguities between
gene clusters. This partly explains why many clustering algorithms have poor perfor-
mance (with adjusted Rand index [64] lower than 0.5 when it is used as external index
[84, 116]). The biological structure is still unclear, even in such heavily investigated
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Figure 2.3: The original partition of the yeast Y5 data set with the bottom right plot of
the whole data set.
organisms as yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae.
2.4.2.1 Clustering yeast Y5 data set
Table 2.1: Cross tabulation of the original partition and the PMDE clustering partition
for the Y5 data set.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 SG Total
G1E 29 2 12 19 3 0 0 0 2 67
G1L 5 52 0 10 63 4 0 0 1 135
S 1 8 0 2 18 33 11 1 1 75
G2 0 0 0 0 0 7 30 10 5 52
M 1 0 23 0 0 0 1 29 1 55
Total 36 62 35 31 84 44 42 40 10 384
The yeast Y5 data set is chosen not only because it is well-studied in the gene ex-
pression clustering literature, but also because of its difficulty in terms of clustering.
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Figure 2.4: The clusters by the partial regression clustering algorithm for the Y5 data
set. The bottom right plot shows the scattered genes.
The original partition makes use of only partial information of gene expression which
partly explains why many clustering algorithms have poor performance [84, 116].
Moreover, the average cluster size is still far larger than desirable for efficient biolog-
ical inference, as can be seen from the right-most column of Table 2.1 which contains
the size of original partition. It was recently suggested that clustering based on overall
profiles is preferred to the original partition on a different subset from the same data set
[107]. We employ the proposed partial regression clustering algorithm to partition the
Y5 data set into tight clusters. By obtaining tighter clusters, we expect to obtain more
informative and efficient biological inference. The tightness threshold υ is set to 8 as
a result of estimation during the initialisation and the number of knots for the spline
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Figure 2.5: Heatmaps for the original partition (left), SplineCluster (middle) partition
and the proposed PMDE clustering (right) partition. The brighter red color corresponds
to higher expression levels and brighter green color corresponds to lower expression
levels.
basis is set experimentally to 13 to allow flexibility of the curve without overfitting.
The clustering outcome of our algorithm is plotted in Figure 2.4. Genes in the
bottom right plot are the scattered genes. The eight clusters (C1-C8) with scattered
genes (SG) in the new partition are then cross-tabulated with the original partition in
Table 2.1. The top row corresponds to the resulting partition, with C1-C8 denoting
the eight clusters and SG denoting the set of scattered gene. Each number in the table
except the right-most column and bottom row is the number of genes in both clusters
corresponding to its row and column. The bottom row indicates the sizes of clusters
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of our partition and the right-most column shows those of the original partition. The
two partitions agree on many genes but also differ in an interesting way. The new par-
tition reveals neat and easily differentiable patterns. Also, we examined the clustering
outcome given by our algorithm and by other algorithms.
First of all, to see the effect of scattered gene detection, three algorithms are com-
pared based on the full data set (384 genes). By controlling a parameter in SplineClus-
ter we obtained 8 clusters for comparison. The partitions of original, SpineCluster and
partial regression analysis are illustrated in heatmaps plotted in Figure 2.5 for compar-
ison, where an obvious improvement with respect to class distinction can be seen in
the PMDE heatmap. The tick marks on vertical axis in each heatmap indicate where
the clusters are located, while in the PMDE heatmap the last (top) cluster corresponds
to the scattered genes. The second original cluster (G1L) which is split into the sixth,
seventh, and eighth clusters in the SplineCluster partition (C’6, C’7, C’8), and the
second and fifth cluster in the PMDE partition (C2, C5). A closer look at the sev-
enth and eighth cluster in the SplineCluster partition shows they differ only slightly
in the peak values. However, in microarray data analysis, distinct expression patterns
are more interesting than different peak values. This is one of the reasons we use a
spline model in our algorithm to capture biologically relevant information. Consider
the third cluster in the SplineCluster partition, which is split into the sixth and sev-
enth clusters in our partition. The two clusters show two entirely different patterns,
one shifted from the other. Note that a bit cluster corresponding to tick mark 166-236
in the SplineCluster heatmap contains many scattered elements. This is exactly the
problem with SplineCluster as stated in Section 2.2.3. From these results, it is obvious
that because of its ability in scattered gene detection, our algorithm reveals more dis-
tinguishable patterns in the data. The set of scattered genes is listed in Table 2.6 with
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their annotations.
Then we use the 374 genes (excluding the 10 scattered genes), and again obtained
8 clusters for SplineCluster. As there is no biological knowledge input, comparison
can first be conducted in a purely statistical manner, by the CH index. MCLUST [44]
is a widely used mixture model-based clustering method. It is unsupervised, not only
in determining the number of clusters, but also in selecting the type of model that best
fits the data. The R implementation of MCLUST is used in our experiment. For the
374-gene data set it decided on the EEE (Equal volume, shape and orientation) model
and also found 8 components. Our algorithm achieves the highest CH value of 637.4,
followed by 588.3 by MCLUST and 523.3 by SplineCluster. Mean CH values for 10
random partitions is 363.3 with standard deviation of 3.23.
2.4.2.2 Gene ontology enrichment analysis
To investigate how genes within a cluster are functionally related, and how cluster-
ing helps distinguish different functional groups, we apply Gene Ontology enrichment
analysis, introduced in Section 1.2.2 to our clustering outcome. In the process, GO
terms that are likely to be over-represented in each of the clusters are identified. These
GO terms are of interest because they represent the most common functions that the
genes in a cluster share.
The probability that a given GO term is over-represented in a gene cluster can
be calculated using the hypergeometric distribution [131]. The process proceeds as
follows. First, for each cluster, all unique GO terms that are associated with the genes
in the cluster are identified. Then for each term, two statistics are needed: the number
of genes in the cluster that are annotated to a term and all known genes annotated
to a term. With this information, the hypergeometric distribution can be applied to
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identify GO terms that are associated to more genes in a cluster than by chance. The
probability that a GO term appear not merely by chance is indicated by the resultant
p-values. Using the hypergeometric distribution, suppose there are j genes annotated
to a function in a total of G genes in the genome, the p-value of observing h or more
genes in a cluster of size b annotated to this function is given by [131]
p[O ≥ h] = 1 −
h−1∑
i=0
(
b
i
)(
G − b
j − i
)
/
(
G
j
)
, (2.27)
where O is the number of genes annotated with the function. The lower the p-value is,
the more unlikely the null hypothesis that the terms appear by chance is true. In this
way, the over-represented terms are found for each cluster.
We analyse the functional categories that are statistically over-represented in the
clusters obtained by the proposed algorithms (PMDE clusters) and SplineCluster (SC
clusters). For simplicity, we provide the enrichment analysis results in Table 2.2 and
Table 2.3 based on the Biological Process Ontology. As indicated by the lowest p-
values in each cluster, all PMDE clusters have a statistically significant set of cell
cycle related terms (all lowest p < 10−5), while for SC only six out of eight clusters
have such significance. We observed that from the remaining two clusters of poorer
quality (p = 6.35 × 10−3 and 2.51 × 10−4), some genes involved in DNA replication
(SLD2,POL12, CDC45 etc. [126]) were combined into PMDE cluster 5, resulting in
a tight cluster that has a significantly functional over-representation of DNA strand
elongation (p = 5.04 × 10−9) and other functions in DNA replication. Such a high
quality cluster is essential for predicting unknown functions of genes such as YHR151C
and YNL058C within the cluster.
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Table 2.2: Over-represented GO terms by the proposed PMDE algorithm for the Y5
data set
Cluster GO ID GO term p-values Gene
counts
1 GO:0006118 electron transport 1.06E-06 5
1 GO:0006119 oxidative phosphorylation 5.82E-06 5
1 GO:0042775 ATP synthesis coupled electron transport 1.13E-05 4
2 GO:0006974 response to DNA damage stimulus 1.09E-06 12
2 GO:0045005 maintenance of fidelity during DNA replication 2.56E-06 5
2 GO:0000135 septin checkpoint 3.37E-06 3
3 GO:0006268 DNA unwinding during replication 3.31E-09 5
3 GO:0032392 DNA geometric change 3.49E-08 5
3 GO:0006270 DNA replication initiation 5.54E-07 5
4 GO:0005975 carbohydrate metabolic process 7.61E-06 8
4 GO:0006101 citrate metabolic process 0.000164 2
4 GO:0006091 generation of precursor metabolites and energy 0.000185 7
5 GO:0022616 DNA strand elongation 5.04E-09 8
5 GO:0051276 chromosome organization and biogenesis 1.73E-08 26
5 GO:0009719 response to endogenous stimulus 1.79E-08 17
6 GO:0007020 microtubule nucleation 1.05E-08 6
6 GO:0007017 microtubule-based process 2.92E-08 9
6 GO:0007059 chromosome segregation 1.09E-07 9
7 GO:0000070 mitotic sister chromatid segregation 3.84E-05 5
7 GO:0007001 chromosome organization and biogenesis 4.69E-05 13
7 GO:0016481 negative regulation of transcription 5.08E-05 7
8 GO:0000910 cytokinesis 2.14E-06 7
8 GO:0000278 mitotic cell cycle 1.22E-05 9
8 GO:0000916 cytokinesis, contractile ring contraction 0.000222 2
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Table 2.3: Over-represented GO terms by the SplineCluster Algorithm for the Y5 data
set
Cluster GO ID GO term p-values Gene
counts
1 GO:0006268 DNA unwinding during replication 7.38E-05 3
1 GO:0006267 pre-replicative complex formation 9.54E-05 3
1 GO:0050790 regulation of catalytic activity 0.000178 4
2 GO:0006260 DNA replication 9.51E-08 10
2 GO:0006310 DNA recombination 9.44E-07 9
2 GO:0006974 response to DNA damage stimulus 9.14E-06 11
3 GO:0022402 cell cycle process 1.63E-06 16
3 GO:0000278 mitotic cell cycle 3.14E-05 11
3 GO:0000074 regulation of progression through cell cycle 3.55E-05 9
4 GO:0022616 DNA strand elongation 1.59E-10 9
4 GO:0006273 lagging strand elongation 5.73E-09 7
4 GO:0006261 DNA-dependent DNA replication 1.35E-07 9
5 GO:0007165 signal transduction 0.006354 4
5 GO:0007154 cell communication 0.010349 4
5 GO:0030541 plasmid partitioning 0.011825 1
6 GO:0009262 deoxyribonucleotide metabolic process 0.000251 2
6 GO:0006259 DNA metabolic process 0.000476 7
6 GO:0006334 nucleosome assembly 0.000587 2
7 GO:0007017 microtubule-based process 9.30E-06 5
7 GO:0007020 microtubule nucleation 4.25E-05 3
7 GO:0009225 nucleotide-sugar metabolic process 9.01E-05 2
8 GO:0007120 axial bud site selection 1.14E-06 5
8 GO:0000819 sister chromatid segregation 1.66E-05 6
8 GO:0000910 cytokinesis 3.97E-05 7
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In addition, good agreement was found between known biological functions and
gene clusters found by the proposed algorithm. Many clusters in the PMDE parti-
tion are significantly enriched with distinctive cell cycle relevant functions, indicat-
ing a good separation of functional clusters. For example, cluster 5 has an over-
representation of DNA strand elongation (P < 10−8), and cluster 6 is enriched with
microtubule nucleation and chromosome segregation (P < 10−7) which is crucial to
chromosome division. Consistent with their biological functions, two clusters involv-
ing genes expressed in M and earlier phases reveal patterns of slightly different peak
time: cluster 3 contains an over-representation of genes involved in DNA unwinding
during replication (P < 10−8) and DNA geometric change (P < 10−7); and cluster 8
is enriched with cytokinesis that is known to occur after replication and segregation
of cellular components. The two gene clusters are both biologically meaningful and
statistically sound.
2.4.2.3 Predictive accuracy test
We compared five clustering methods: the proposed PMDE algorithm, SplineCluster,
MCLUST [44], hierarchical clustering, K-means, in terms of their predictive accuracy
[133]. Since the underlying biological ground truth is unknown, evaluation of clus-
tering algorithms for gene data cannot be carried out by similarity measures such as
ARI. Instead, predictive accuracy was proposed to test functional prediction accuracy
from clustering. The rationale is that since clustering is aimed at functional prediction
of novel genes, if a cluster has exceptionally high occurrences of a certain gene an-
notation F (p-value smaller than a certain threshold), all genes in this cluster can be
predicted to be in the functional category F. The ratio of the verified predictions to all
prediction made reflects the accuracy of a clustering algorithm. However, we have to
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Figure 2.6: Predictive accuracy plots for five clustering methods on Y5 data set. Five
clustering methods are evaluated in terms of their functional group prediction accu-
racy. The five methods are the proposed PMDE (red), SplineCluster (violet), MCLUST
(black), hierarchical clustering (green), and K-means (blue). The higher the curve is
the better the performance is.
bear in mind that this measure greatly depends on the annotation quality of the data set
under study.
Since our results involved a set of scattered genes, we propose as described below
a slightly different criterion to the one in [133]. Suppose a functional category, Fi, has
vi genes in a data set of size n. If there are in total V genes belonging to functional
categories F1, F2, ..., FM, the remaining n−V genes are denoted as ‘unannotated’. Such
grouping and the resulting partition C1,C2, ...,CK of a clustering method can be cross-
tabulated to form a table. Let ni j, (i = 1, 2, ..., M and j = 1, 2, ..., K) be the (i, j) entry
of the table denoting the number of annotated genes, pi j be the corresponding p-value,
and n· j be the size of cluster C j. Given a threshold δ, for a K-cluster solution, its
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predictive accuracy A is defined as
A(δ) = PV(δ)/PC(δ), (2.28)
where PV(δ) is the verified predictions and PC(δ) is the predictions calculated by
PV(δ) =
K∑
j=1
∑
i∈{x|px j<δ}
ni j,
PC(δ) =
K∑
j=1
∑
i∈{x|px j<δ}
n· j.
Table 2.4 lists 68 genes in Y5 data set that are verified to be cell-cycle related to
their corresponding cell cycle phases, together with their annotations. Those six cell-
cycle related categories plus a group of ‘Not verified’ genes can serve as functional
categories, so that seven categories can be cross-tabulated with the new partition as
in Table 2.5. The bottom row of Table 2.5 shows the sizes of clusters and the set of
scattered genes. All scattered genes are excluded from this evaluation. By pooling
results from various thresholds, we obtain curves of ‘prediction made’ versus ‘accu-
racy’ for all methods in comparison (K=8). As shown in Figure 2.6, the curve for the
proposed PMDE method is above the others, indicating higher accuracy in functional
group prediction.
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Table 2.4: Verified cell cycle related (68) genes in the yeast Y5 data set
Cell Cycle Genes Systematic Names
M/G1 Boundary YKL185W YLR274W YBR202W YJL194W YAL040C YLR286C YDL127WYDL179W YGR044C YLR079W YER111C YBR083W
Late G1, SCB regulated YMR199W YPL256C YDL227C YER001W YNL289W YJL187C YBR067C
Late G1, MCB regulated
YJL115W YDL197C YOR074C YLR103C YDL164C YPR120C YGR109C
YPR175W YBR278W YDR309C YDL003W YOL090W YDR097C YKL101W
YDR113C YNL082W YNL102W YBL035C YNL262W YBR088C YKL045W
YKL113C YAR007C YNL312W YJL173C YER070W YDR356W YKL042W
YPL153C YJL092W YML021C
S-phase YBL003C YBL002W
S/G2-phase YMR198W YPR141C
G2/M-phase YLR131C YOR058C YGL116W YMR001C YGR108W YPR119W YGR092WYJL157C YAR018C YIL106W YBR054W YDR033W YHR152W YDR146C
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Table 2.5: Cross-tabulation of clustering outcome (C1-C8 and SG) with verified gene
functional categories for the yeast Y5 data set
Cell Cycle C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 SG Total
M/G1 Boundary 7 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 12
Late G1, SCB regulated 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 7
Late G1, MCB regulated 0 13 0 0 15 3 0 0 0 31
S-phase 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
S/G2-phase 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
G2/M-phase 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 8 0 14
Not verified 27 45 32 28 66 37 41 33 9 316
Total 36 62 35 31 84 44 42 40 10 384
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2.4.2.4 Scattered genes
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Figure 2.7: The profiles of seven genes related to Late G1, SCB regulated cell cycle
phase. The red profile is the gene “TIP1/YBR067C”, one of the ten scattered genes.
It displays a distinctive pattern from the other six genes annotated to be in the same
functional group.
Another important aspect in our investigation is to study the set of scattered genes.
Multiple experiments are conducted with various tightness thresholds, υ, in our par-
tial regression method. In Table 2.6, the set of scattered genes found in eight runs of
our program with various thresholds and their annotations are listed. Their frequen-
cies of appearance in these experiments are shown in the column Feq. (out of 8). We
noticed that although these thresholds result in different numbers of clusters, the set
of scattered genes hardly changes (Table 2.6, column Feq.). Such consistency leads
one to think about the underlying biological meaning. As has already been pointed
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out [71], scattered genes can be those individuals that are not relevant to the biologi-
cal process under study. However, we stress here that they can also be of significant
interest, as each of them might be a key component of the cell cycle that may affect
other components and indeed may be a transcription factor themselves. Therefore, its
expression pattern can be uncorrelated to others in the set under study. Alternatively,
a scattered gene can represent a gene whose expression is controlled by more tran-
scription factors than the other co-regulated genes within clusters. Moreover, because
the set of genes under investigation is usually selected after performing gene ranking,
there may be others in the complete list that would cluster with scattered genes. All
these considerations drove us to further investigate this set of scattered genes.
Among the scattered genes, five are either not well-understood or unknown for
their functions. Only one of them, TIP1/YBR067C, is verified to be cell cycle related in
phase Late G1, SCB regulated (Table 2.4, second group). Indeed, according to Table
2.4, one would conclude that all the seven genes in Late G1, SCB regulated phase to
have the same behaviour. However, when their profiles are plotted as in Figure 2.7,
we can see that TIP1/YBR067C is uncorrelated to the others, making it an interesting
subject for further study.
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Table 2.6: Details of the set of scattered genes for the yeast Y5 data set detected by PMDE, including their SGD IDs, the
frequencies that they are found across eight experiments of various thresholds, and their annotations.
Gene SGD ID Freq. Function
BRE2/YLR015W SGD:S000004005 7/8
Subunit of the COMPASS (Set1C) complex, which
methylates histone H3 on lysine 4 and is required in
transcriptional silencing near telomeres
MOD5/YOR274W SGD:S000005800 7/8
Delta 2-isopentenyl pyrophosphate:tRNA isopentenyl
transferase, required for biosynthesis of the modified base
isopentenyladenosine in mitochondrial and cytoplasmic
tRNAs
PPR1/YLR014C SGD:S000004004 7/8
Zinc finger transcription factor containing a Zn(2)-Cys(6)
binuclear cluster domain, positively regulates transcription
of genes involved in uracil biosynthesis
RNP1/YLL046C, YNL016W SGD:S000003969 8/8 Ribonucleoprotein that contains two RNA recognition motifs
TIP1/YBR067C SGD:S000000271 8/8 Major cell wall mannoprotein with possible lipase activity
UIP4/ YPL186C SGD:S000006107 8/8
Protein of unknown function that interacts with Ulp1p, a
Ubl (ubiquitin-like protein)-specific protease for Smt3p
protein conjugates
YBR184W SGD:S000000388 8/8 Putative protein of unknown function
YDL124W SGD:S000002282 8/8 NADPH-dependent alpha-keto amide reductase
YDR366C SGD:S000002774 5/8 Hypothetical protein
YLL047W SGD: S000003970 8/8 (Not annotated)
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2.4.2.5 Comparative evaluation on scattered gene detection
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of performance of PMDE and MCLUST in outlier detection.
A small index value of WS S indicates better performance in outlier filtering. PMDE
performs better than MCLUST with large number of clusters.
To further assess the proposed PMDE’s strength of scattered gene detection, the
proposed algorithm is compared with a recent modification of the MCLUST, which al-
lows an additional component of homogeneous Poisson process for scattered genes/noise
[47]. The idea is for each method to filter out scattered genes and then, instead of
analysing the scattered genes, compare the quality of the filtered data sets in terms of
within-cluster sum of squares WS S as defined in Eq.(2.25). If an algorithm is stronger
in outlier filtering, tighter clusters should be found in the filtered data set, hence a
smaller value of WS S . Since the number of scattered genes identified by the two
methods may vary, when the sets of scattered genes filtered out by different methods
are of different sizes, we randomly sample a subset of the same size as the smaller set
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from the lager one and return the leftovers to the filtered data set so that the filtered data
sets to be investigated/clustered are of the same size. Because the clustering quality
may be affected by the returned genes, we repeat the process of the random sampling
of scattered genes and the clustering of the filtered data set 10 times, and take the av-
erage value of WS S to compare against the WS S of the clustering result by the other
method.
We obtain clustering results with the number of clusters K ranging from 4 to 13 for
Y5 data set from both the PMDE and the MCLUST. The results are plotted in Figure
2.8. We can see that the proposed PMDE performs better with large number of clusters,
K, but not as good as the MCLUST with smaller K. However, this does not mean that
the MCLUST outperforms the PMDE because the PMDE is designed to start with an
initial set of clusters and iteratively split the current clusters if the splitting can lead
to tighter clusters. Therefore, the clustering results by the PMDE with smaller values
of K are not “final” but just “provisional”; when compared to the “final” results by
the MCLUST, the performance of the PMDE appears to be inferior. However, when
the results by the PMDE is more mature as K gets bigger, for example when K is
greater than or equal to 7 as shown in Figure 2.8, the proposed PMDE consistently
outperforms MCLUST.
2.4.3 Experiments on Yeast Galactose Data
Yeast galactose data set
The yeast galactose data set [67] consists of gene expression measurements during
galactose utilization in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Expression levels were measured
across 20 experimental conditions representing 20 perturbations in the GAL pathway.
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Figure 2.9: Expression data across 20 time points in four functional categories of yeast
galactose data.
A subset of measurements of 205 genes whose expression patterns reflect four func-
tional categories in the GAL pathway was chosen and clustered previously [97, 134].
The four gene categories given as ground truth reflect four functional categories. Com-
pared with Y5 data set, yeast galactose data set show more distinguishable expression
patterns, as can be seen from Figure 2.9. This data set can represent a case when the
experimental data are agreeable to existing functional interpretations [134].
Experiments are conducted on the yeast galactose data set, which has more agree-
able correlations to its functional interpretation than the yeast Y5 data. For this data
set, our partial regression algorithm yields 4 clusters and 4 scattered genes when the
tightness threshold is set to low value. The four clusters (C1-C4) with scattered genes
(SG) are then cross-tabulated with the original partition in Table 2.7. We take 4 as clus-
ter number, since it is also in accordance with prior knowledge, and get partitions from
all five algorithms. The bottom row of Table 2.7 contains cluster sizes for the original
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Figure 2.10: Scattered genes in original cluster 2 of the yeast Galactose data set. The
expression profiles of some scattered genes detected by the proposed algorithm are
plotted for the yeast Galactose data set. This plot shows the expression patterns of
all 15 genes in original cluster 2, among them the 3 colored genes are the detected
scattered genes.
partition and the right-most column contains cluster sizes for the resulting partition.
Each number in the table except the right-most column and bottom row is the number
of overlapping genes in both clusters corresponding to its row and column. As a mean
of statistical validation, CH measure is applied to the above five algorithms PMDE,
Spline Cluster, Hierarchical, K-means, and MCLUST, respectively, giving values of
365.6, 331.1, 360.1, 255.3, and 364.5, respectively. Since there is no given functional
categories for this data set, the predictive accuracy index cannot be applied. Instead,
we focus on evaluating the power of PMDE in scattered gene detection.
There are interesting findings from the investigation of the set of scattered genes.
For instance, one gene (YMR125W) belonging to the original cluster O2 is classified as
a scattered gene. Of the other 14 genes in original cluster 2, 12 are clustered into C2, 1
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Figure 2.11: Scattered genes in original cluster 3 of the yeast Galactose data set. The
expression profiles of the 3 scattered genes in original cluster 3. They share GO anno-
tations but have various expression patterns.
Table 2.7: Cross-tabulation of the original partition (O1-O4) and the resulting partition
(C1-C4 and SG) for the yeast Galactose data set.
Cluster O1 O2 O3 O4 Total
C1 83 0 0 0 83
C2 0 12 0 0 12
C3 0 1 90 1 92
C4 0 1 0 13 14
SG 0 1 3 0 4
Total 83 15 93 14 205
in C3 (YKL152C) and 1 in C4 (YOR347C). The expression data of all of the 15 genes
are plotted in Figure 2.10, revealing very different expression patterns of the 12 genes
and the 3 genes differentiated by our algorithm. Both YKL152C and YMR125W are up-
regulated at the beginning with down regulations for all others. The resulting cluster
C2 by partial regression is verified by GO, since the 12 genes share similar annotations
among the 15 genes in the original cluster O2, for example they are all annotated to
Glycolysis (GO:0006096) observed from the Table 2.8.
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Table 2.8: Over-represented terms in each original cluster for the yeast galactose data
set.
Cluster GO ID GO term p-values Gene
counts
1 GO:0006412 translation 4.37E-95 83
1 GO:0044249 cellular biosynthetic process 1.46E-64 80
1 GO:0044260 cellular macromolecule metabolic process 4.96E-52 80
1 GO:0019538 protein metabolic process 5.69E-52 80
1 GO:0008152 metabolic process 4.85E-24 83
2 GO:0006096 glycolysis 9.53E-29 12
2 GO:0019320 hexose catabolic process 1.22E-25 12
2 GO:0046164 alcohol catabolic process 2.24E-24 12
2 GO:0044275 cellular carbohydrate catabolic process 1.02E-22 12
2 GO:0006094 gluconeogenesis 3.06E-16 8
3 GO:0043170 macromolecule metabolic process 1.53E-35 92
3 GO:0044238 primary metabolic process 3.99E-31 93
3 GO:0044237 cellular metabolic process 6.52E-28 93
3 GO:0000398 nuclear mRNA splicing, via spliceosome 9.31E-28 27
3 GO:0000375 RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions 1.07E-26 27
4 GO:0008643 carbohydrate transport 2.45E-26 12
4 GO:0008645 hexose transport 4.39E-25 11
4 GO:0051234 establishment of localization 7.64E-10 13
4 GO:0015766 disaccharide transport 0.002408395 1
4 GO:0015771 trehalose transport 0.002408395 1
As an important transcription factor, YPR186C is an essential protein that binds
the 5S rRNA gene through the zinc finger domain and directs assembly of a multi-
protein initiation complex for RNA polymerase III. Belonging to the original cluster
O3, YPR186C is classified as a scattered gene. We plot its expression levels together
with two other genes that are also annotated to GO:0006384 (transcription initiation
from RNA polymerase III promoter), and found differences among their patterns in
Figure 2.11. Since this term is quite specific and it should be able to reflect a gene’s
function, mechanisms behind such diverse behaviours are still unclear and are worth
further investigations.
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2.5 Conclusions
The aim of clustering gene profiles is to find possible functional relationships among
thousands of genes on a microarray. As microarray technique advances, current clus-
tering methods are no longer adequate for some tasks. In response to some of the
recent issues, we proposed in this chapter a PMDE algorithm for tight clustering gene
expression data. The tightness of resulting clusters can be controlled by a threshold
which in a sense decides the number of clusters.
The contributions of this chapter include introducing MDE and the idea of par-
tial modelling to gene expression research, giving comparison of MDE with the most
common estimator in the literature - maximum likelihood, and proposing a novel par-
tial regression clustering algorithm. The proposed algorithm can be applied over an
existing clustering to get tighter and therefore more informative clusters. In summary,
the proposed system benefits from
• the robustness of minimum distance estimator (MDE) to detect scattered genes,
• the idea of partial modelling for obtaining tight clusters,
• the spline regression model for capturing the expression curves at either uni-
formly or unevenly distributed time points.
In particular, we propose that while the model for data fitting should be sensitive
enough for discriminating individuals/genes, the parameter estimator should be robust
enough against noise and possible outliers. Therefore, we focused on the differences
between estimators by providing experimental comparisons. The robustness of the
MDE makes it stand out in our study. An immediate advantage is that when applied to
gene expression clustering, it is capable of locating the key components in an unsuper-
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vised manner. As a result, a set of scattered genes that has low correlations is naturally
obtained.
Although PMDE demonstrates its effectiveness through the comparison with the
maximum likelihood method, it also has its limits such as relative inefficiency. The
aim of this chapter is not to prove which one is better, but rather to provide analytical
examples, discussions and insights for further research.
During the evaluation of the clustering algorithm, we feel, that although GO pro-
vide a wealth of complementary biological knowledge that has been cumulated over
time, there is currently no best way to utilise it for clustering validation. Indices such
as the predictive accuracy abound [29, 133]. However, they take as input GO terms to
be used as functional categories. This is problematic, since the uneven granularity and
variability of relevance in the GO structure result in that GO terms cannot be compared
on the same level. A validity index specifically designed for GO is therefore needed
in order to make precise inference. In the next chapter, we propose a new GO validity
index designed for this purpose.
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Chapter 3
Quantitative Assessment of Clustering
Based on Gene Ontology
3.1 Introduction
As the initial step towards biological inference from microarray gene expression data,
clustering is crucial in reducing redundant information and identifying key compo-
nents in the data, as described in Chapter 2. With the prevalence of various clustering
algorithms, it is non-trivial to select one that can best tackle the challenges in the data
set under study. On the other hand, Gene Ontology (GO) provides a wealth of com-
plementary biological knowledge, which, if properly exploited, can be of great help
in assessing clustering algorithms. However, varying levels of biological specificity of
curated information and the graph structure of GO hinder quantitative access. System-
atic formulisation is therefore needed for biological validation of clustering methods.
To this aim, we design specifically for GO a clustering validation index, which
consists of two indices measuring the within-cluster functional compactness and the
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between-cluster functional similarity, respectively. This chapter is organised as fol-
lows. In this section, we give an introduction to GO and the proposal of GO-based
clustering validation, providing analytic reasoning to support the proposition. Section
3.2 and 3.3 reviews research trends in GO clustering validation, bringing up prevailing
challenges. For evaluation purpose, existing GO-driven validation methods are cate-
gorised into two main sets: methods that use GO terms as functional categories and
methods that are based on previously defined semantic similarity measures. We em-
pirically prove that the methods in the second category may not be suitable in Section
3.3. Later in Section 3.5, some methods in the first category will be compared with our
method proposed in Section 3.4.
Ideally, a validation method should be robust against the noise in GO, and com-
putationally efficient enough to facilitate comparison between different clustering al-
gorithms. It should also take into account not only the sets of GO terms annotated to
the gene clusters, but also their significance to the clusters and their specificities to the
whole GO structure. Clustering validation techniques based on GO annotation should
therefore incorporate both a robust infrastructure and an effective representation of re-
lationships between GO terms. So far, there have been numerous works dedicated to
statistical validation of gene expression clustering (see [13] for a good review). How-
ever, less attention has been paid to objective clustering validation considering these
needs. Moreover, little systematic evaluation on the robustness and effectiveness of
various GO-driven validation methods has been performed.
In this chapter, systematic evaluations, including comparison of various clustering
algorithms, perturbation experiment, and test on finding optimum cluster number, are
provided in Section 3.5 to prove the suitability of the proposed index. Evaluation
is performed based on the applications of six popular clustering algorithms to three
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biological data sets of diverse features, including two Saccharomyces cerevisiae data
sets and a Arabidopsis L. Heynth data set. In addition, five of the existing GO-driven
and data-driven validity indices are used for comparison, providing useful insights on
the validity indices and the clustering methods. Excellent performance is observed
for the proposed validation index throughout all experiments. While existing methods
tend to ignore the redundant and complex features of GO, the proposed index proves
to be useful tools for handling these features.
3.1.1 An Introduction to Gene Ontology (GO)
As one of the most important and widespread ontologies in Bioinformatics, Gene On-
tology (GO) is a structured vocabulary intended for annotating gene products with
a consistent, controlled and structured vocabulary. Over the years, GO has become
one of the most comprehensive man-curated collections of biological knowledge. For
example, 67.4% of yeast gene products (4232/6275, including verified and uncharac-
terised ORFs, transposable element genes, and all RNA gene products, as of Oct. 2008
[23]) are annotated by one of the three GO categories, the biological process.
The three GO categories in GO are biological process (BP), molecular function
(MF) and cellular component (CC), each structured as a directed acyclic graph with
nodes representing the GO terms and directed edges representing parent-child re-
lationships between terms. An example of such GO structure in the category BP
(GO:0008150) can be seen in Figure 3.1. A directed edge indicates either the child
node/term is a subclass (is a) or a component of the parent node/term (part of). A term
and all its children in the hierarchy can be viewed as a functional cluster. Therefore,
in addition to describing the relationships between terms, GO helps set up a two-way
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table, where a gene can be mapped to a set of terms and a term can reflect a common
function for a set of genes.
GO:0046999
GO:0000746
GO:0006119 GO:0006118
GO:0006091GO:0016310
GO:0050794
GO:0051704
GO:0006796
GO:0008150
GO:0008152GO:0009987
GO:0050789
GO:0006793
GO:0065007
GO:0044237
0.165 0.402
0.02
0.1680.134 0.236
0.481
0.043
0.434
0.01
0.623
0
0.2370.087
0.053
0.468
0.449
0.0190.181
Over−represented terms
All ancestors
Figure 3.1: The graph structure of GO, edge weights are to be defined in Section 3.4.1
Utilising GO information in gene expression clustering has been a research focus,
both because of the rich information in GO and that it provides computationally ac-
cessible semantics about gene functions. Consequently, GO-driven methods have been
proposed [2, 29, 88] to establish functional relationships between GO terms, and fur-
ther to assess relationships between gene products. Ultimately, some methods may be
able to assess the quality of gene clusters, based on the relationships between genes.
This is a difficult task, since GO is incomplete and sometimes erroneous, even in the
most well-studied organism [122]. Ambiguities, uneven granularity and variability of
relevance in the GO structure also present challenges. For instance, the depth of a GO
term in the GO graph does not always reflect its biological significance, because a term
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is not necessarily as biologically specific as the other terms at the same level.
Ideally, a good clustering algorithm should produce gene clusters with non-overlapping
functions. However, even a perfect partition cannot achieve non-overlapping GO func-
tional annotations, because of the existence of general GO terms. Such overlapping
annotations incurred by general terms, if not properly dealt with, will introduce am-
biguities in clustering validation. A clear boundary should be drawn between over-
lapping annotations incurred by general terms and by the fault of clustering algorithm
itself. An example of functional overlapping in gene clusters is illustrated in Figure
3.2, where the relationships between GO terms and gene clusters are clearly shown. In
this example, the notion “over-represented terms” refers to GO terms that can represent
relevant functions of gene clusters, as selected on the basis of their specificities. In this
sense, the overlapping GO term for gene clusters C1 and C2 in Figure 3.2 is specific
enough to indicate inability of the clustering algorithm.
3.1.2 Rationales for GO-based Clustering Validation
A concern about clustering validation based on current biological knowledge, is the of-
ten observed contradictions between machine learning results from experimental data
and the existing annotations. Clustering identifies groups of genes involved in co-
regulated biological processes, or groups that encode functionally related proteins for
specific pathways. However, the assignment of a gene to a certain cluster based on its
expression and genetic co-regulation based on current knowledge in transcriptomics
do not necessarily coincide. Genes known to be involved in a common pathway can
end up in completely different clusters, while genes with different functions can be
assigned to the same cluster.
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Figure 3.2: An example of functional overlapping in gene clusters with the over-
represented terms (pink) for three gene clusters (C1, C2 and C3). There is an over-
lapping over-represented term (GO:0000278) between C1 and C2.
The reasons of the above contradictions are manifold. First, due to the limited
knowledge in annotation, some underlying regulations may be unknown. Existing
annotations, however, are skewed towards processes of popular interests [99]. Another
reason lies in the microarray data and the clustering algorithm itself. If the clustering
algorithm is sensitive to the statistical variation and noise bound in the experimental
data, the clustering outcome is less likely to conform to the functional groups. Other
reasons lie mainly in the biological responses. For example, cellular processes are
affected by both up- and down- regulations and many processes are only regulated
by post-translational modifications. Hence, it is possible that gene functions are not
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captured by the corresponding expression levels.
Consequently, contradictions between statistical learning and current biological
knowledge motivate researchers to explain and uncover the underlying mechanism.
They also make the validation of clustering methods an interesting and challenging
issue. The interesting aspect is that such contradiction between expression data and
functional annotations may ultimately suggest new associations and pathways. Even
simple pairwise comparisons can reveal novel interactions in the validation process
[20]. The accompanying challenge is the difficulty to design a quantitative evalua-
tion based on biological knowledge, with the existence of annotation gaps. For the
purpose of gene function discovery, it is therefore preferable to obtain clusters from
purely data-driven methods and evaluate the clusters with existing biological knowl-
edge. This not only prevents clustering results from being biased to current knowledge,
but also entails objective validation based on annotations such as GO.
3.2 Existing Methods Assuming GO as Functional
Categories
Recently, a number of functional validity indices are applied to gene clustering valida-
tion using GO terms as functional categories. These methods assume there are known
functional categories for at least a subset of genes and assess cluster quality based on
the cluster assignments of these genes. Examples are predictive accuracy by Thala-
muthu et al. [133], entropy-based metrics [89], biological homogeneity index (BHI)
and biological stability index (BSI) by Datta and Datta [30].
The measure of predictive accuracy was introduced before in Section 2.4.2.3. The
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two entropy-based metrics [89] were proposed to measure the behavioural homogene-
ity within a cluster and the maximum separation of behaviour across clusters, by
strictly mapping genes to functional behavioural groups defined by GO terms. How-
ever, as discussed previously, these GO terms are not necessarily comparable with
regard to their biological specificities. Also, such simplification of annotations, with-
out taking the GO structure into account, limits the intake of information provided by
GO. In this chapter, we select BHI and BSI as representative cases and analyse their
effectiveness in the comparative experiments in Section 3.5.
BHI measures how biologically homogeneous the gene clusters are. Intuitively, the
measure examines whether the genes placed in the same statistical cluster also belong
to the same functional classes. Consider two annotated genes i, j that belong to the
same statistical cluster Ck in a partition P, P = {Ck|k = 1, 2, ..., K}. Let f (i) denote
the functional class/classes containing gene i and Nk denote the number of annotated
genes in clusters Ck. BHI for partition P is defined as
BHI(P) = 1
K
K∑
k=1
1
Nk(Nk − 1)
∑
i, j∈Ck
I( f (i) = f ( j)), (3.1)
where the indicator function I( f (i) = f ( j)) is assigned value 1 if f (i) and f ( j) match
and value 0 otherwise. In the case of multiple functional class assignments for the
same genes, any one match is sufficient. If these functions have different relevance,
however, the judgement by the indicator function may not be indicative of the real
biological meaning.
BSI inspects the stability of clustering for genes with similar biological functions.
Each time a sample/time point is removed from the gene expression time series data,
and the cluster membership for genes with similar functional annotation is compared
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with the cluster membership using all available samples. Let Ci,x denote the cluster
containing gene i in the clustering based on the reduced expression profile without the
xth sample, and Ci,0 be the cluster containing gene i using the full expression profile,
BS I(P) = 1
F
F∑
k=1
1
Nk(Nk − 1)m
m∑
x=1
∑
i, j∈ fk
N(Ci,0 ∩C j,x)
N(Ci,0) , (3.2)
where F is the total number of functional classes, m the number of samples/time points,
and N(·) denote size or cardinality. This measure is based on the tenet that a stable clus-
tering algorithm would produce similar answers, as judged biologically, based on the
full and the reduced data. Thus, the clusters using full and reduced data containing two
functionally similar genes should have substantial overlaps. Since the index examines
whether the cluster membership for genes with similar functional annotation remain
the same when a sample is removed, accuracy of this index may largely depend on the
quality of data.
Values for both of BHI and BSI are bounded by [0, 1], with larger scores of BHI
corresponding to more biologically homogeneous clusters, and larger scores of BSI
corresponding to more stable clusters of the functionally annotated genes, respectively.
Since there is no concept of depth for GO, it is difficult to find GO terms that have the
same biological specification and relevance. To apply both indices to GO validation, a
threshold is used to select biologically specific GO terms as functional classes. Con-
sequently, all selected terms are treated on the same level. In fact, if such functional
categories are known even only for a subset of genes, one can always assign the rest
of the genes to one category and then the widely-used Adjusted Rand Index [64] can
be utilised for assessing the performance of clustering algorithms. However, when GO
categories with uneven level of biological relevance are used, such assessments are
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not conducted on the fair ground. To prove this point, we will compare our proposed
validation measure with BHI and BSI in Section 3.5.
3.3 Existing Methods Based on GO Semantic Similarity
3.3.1 GO Semantic Similarity
Currently, the majority of GO-driven clustering validity indices heavily relies on se-
mantic similarity measures for GO terms (term-term similarity) [69, 85, 109]. Based
on these measures, pairwise relationships of gene products can be set up by mapping
GO terms to genes and thereby enable distances among gene clusters to be mapped
out. Next, we briefly review some of these techniques in a hierarchical style.
Term-term similarity
Semantic similarity measures for GO terms often take into account the information
content of GO terms [109] and GO’s graph structure. Information content is a useful
criterion indicating the usage frequency of a term. The assumption is that the less fre-
quently a term occurs, the more informative it is since it is more specific. Although
this assumption is not always true [99], information content serves as a practical guid-
ance to the specificity of a term if no other information is available. One of the most
popular term-term similarity measure, Resnik’s measure [109] is defined as the infor-
mation content of the lowest common ancestor of the two terms. Following, a number
of measures were proposed as improved versions of Resnik’s measure. For instance,
Lin’s similarity measure [85] and Jiang and Conrath’s distance measure [69] take into
account the information content of both two terms and their lowest common ancestor,
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but differ in the way of normalisation. Relevance similarity [115] was proposed as
Lin’s measure with weight assignments, signifying a favour for biologically relevant
terms in the comparisons.
Gene-gene similarity
Based on the above term-term similarities, a most common measure for the similarity
between two gene products, each mapped to a set of GO terms, is often calculated
as the average or maximum pairwise similarities between the two sets of terms [144].
Other methods have been proposed. FuSSiMeg enriched term similarity by Couto et al.
[26] takes the maximum term-term semantic similarity measure times the correspond-
ing information content for both terms, in order to take into account the significance
of a term. FunSim score [115] makes use of a similarity matrix whose elements are
the pairwise similarities between terms. The score is taken as the average over the
row maxima or column maxima, whichever is higher. The final score is computed by
averaging scores based on ontology MF and BP, respectively.
Cluster-cluster similarity
With the availability of gene-gene similarity, cluster-cluster similarity can be defined
to assess clustering quality. This is traditionally achieved with existing data-driven
validation indices by simply replacing the similarity measure with one of the above
gene-gene similarity measures [15, 125]. For example, Bolshakova et al. [15] used
C-index and Goodman-Kruska index with Wu and Palmer’s semantic measure [103]
and Resnik’s measure for clustering validation and optimal cluster number selection.
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3.3.2 Problems of Methods in this Category
To assess semantic similarity measures for term-term relationship, many studies quan-
titatively correlate the semantic similarity measures with various genomic features
[14, 57, 90]. Established approaches use genomic features such as sequence, expres-
sion and interactions to define gene-gene similarity. The assumption is that a good
agreement between such similarity and gene-gene semantic similarity may suggest a
good semantic measure.
Another assumption is that highly similar sequences should be highly semantically
similar. Lord et. al [90] were among the first to compare Resnik, Lin’s, Jiang and Con-
rath’s measures by correlating the average semantic similarity with protein sequence
similarity using BLAST’s [1] bits score. Although none of the three measures has
clear advantage over the others, Resnik’s measure shows highest correlation between
sequence similarity and semantic similarity based on MF. In another study demon-
strated in [57], protein-protein interaction databases were used for the assessment of
various semantic similarity measures. Five measures were compared: three content-
based measures, Resnik’s, Lin’s, and Jiang and Conrath’s, and two graph-based meth-
ods - the union-intersection and the longest-shared-path. The union-intersection is the
ratio of the number of shared nodes in two induced graphs to the number of all unique
nodes, while the longest-shared-path is the length of the longest shared path. However,
the union-intersection and the longest-shared-path only consider partial information
about the structure of GO graph. Therefore, it is not surprising that Resnik’s measure
is the best performer when all measures were assessed using human protein-protein
interaction data and pathway analysis.
Although Resnik’s measure benefits from its simplicity and outperforms others in
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many studies [2, 14, 57, 90], none of the semantic similarity measures stands out as
having a clear advantage. Besides, the results suggest that the three different aspects
of GO are only weakly correlated [2, 90].
Existing GO validity indices [2, 90] transform term-term similarities into gene-
gene similarities and furthermore into cluster-cluster similarities. The two-stage trans-
formation unavoidably results in information loss. In the process, gene-gene similari-
ties are often calculated based on the assumption that the average or maximum value
of term-term similarity can be used to represent gene-gene similarity. This is problem-
atic, since one cannot expect the average or maximum value to be representative for
the whole population. On the other hand, such GO validity indices are often not robust
enough against uneven granularity and noises in GO. Because of the noisy and incom-
plete aspects of GO, semantic similarity is bound to be noisy, which in turn worsens
the quality of gene-gene similarity.
Another big concern about this type of method is that the terms used to represent
gene functions cannot be compared on the same level. To solve this problem, Barriot
et al. [6] proposed a mathematical metric for finding the most pertinent terms in gene
clusters to represent their functions. However, whether the pertinent terms from two
sets of genes can be compared on the same level remains unclear. Meanwhile, none
of the assessments performs any test about the fitness of these semantic similarity
measures. As it was noted in [90], the ability of the above validation techniques to
rank clustering algorithms in terms of their feasibilities in biological prediction remains
debatable.
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3.3.3 Experimental Assessment
We assess existing validation methods based on GO semantic similarity by a simple
standard: their abilities to differentiate between random and meaningful partitions.
The term-term similarity are calculated using three measures, Resnik’s, Lin’s, Jiang
and Conrath’s measure. Gene-gene similarity are computed based on average term-
term similarity. Three existing cluster validity indices, Silhouette index [111], Davies-
Bouldin index [33] and the Dunn index [41], are used to evaluate partitions based on
semantic similarity [125].
3.3.3.1 Clustering validation indices
Silhouette index
Given a set of genes {gi|i = 1, 2, ..., n} and a partition of P = {C j| j = 1, 2, ..., K},
Silhouette index is defined as follows. For each gene gi of cluster C j, a confidence
measure, the silhouette width s(gi), is defined as
s(gi) = min(dB(gi)) − dW(gi)
max{dW(gi),min(dB(gi))} , (3.3)
where dW(gi) is the average distance from gi to all other genes in cluster C j and dB(gi)
is the average distance between gi and all genes in other clusters Ck, k , j. Gene
assignments with a large s(gi) (almost 1) are very well clustered, a small s(gi) (around
0) means that the gene lies between two clusters, and assignments with a negative s(gi)
are probably placed in the wrong cluster. Thus, the overall quality of a partition P can
be measured using
S (P) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
s(gi). (3.4)
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Davies-Bouldin index
The Davies-Bouldin index aims to identify sets of clusters that are compact and well
separated. It is defined as
DB(P) =
K∑
i=1
K∑
j=1,i, j
max
{△(Ci) + △(C j)
δ(Ci,C j)
}
, (3.5)
where △(Ci) and △(C j) represent the inner cluster distance of cluster Ci and C j and
δ(Ci,C j) denotes the distance between the clusters Ci and C j. Usually △(Ci) are calcu-
lated as the sum of the distances of individual genes to the respective cluster centres,
and δ(Ci,C j) as the sum of distances between two cluster centres.
Dunn index
The Dunn index is defined as the ratio of the smallest distance between observations
not in the same cluster to the largest intra-cluster distance. It aims to maximise inter-
cluster distance and minimise intra-cluster distance. This index is to identify clusters
that are compact and well separated, defined as
D(P) = min
1≤i≤K
{
min
1≤ j≤K; j,i
{
δ(Ci,C j)
max1≤l≤K △(Cl)
}}
, (3.6)
with △(Ci) and △(C j) having the same meaning as they have in the Davies-Bouldin
index.
3.3.3.2 Experiment
In this experiment, the semantic similarities for term-term similarities are computed
separately on three GO ontologies, BP, MF, and CC. Their averages are used as gene-
gene similarities and as input (distance measurements) to the three cluster validity
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indices, Silhouette index, Davies-Bouldin index and Dunn index.
Figure 3.3: Experiments on discriminating random partitions (yellow curves) from
meaningful partitions (non-yellow curves) with semantic similarity based on the Sil-
houette index. For each of the GO category, three semantic similarity measures,
Resnik’s (R), Lin’s (L), Jiang and Conrath’s (JC) measure, are used.
For Davies-Bouldin index and Dunn index, there is a choice of linkage methods
when computing the inter-cluster distances and intra-cluster distances. For inter-cluster
distance there are choices of complete and average linkage, and for intra-cluster dis-
tance there are choices of complete, average and Hausdorff linkage [66]. In total, there
are six linkage combinations for the computation of both Davies-Bouldin index and
Dunn index. First, six clustering methods, including PMDE (as proposed in Section
2.3), SplineCluster (as described in Section 2.2.3), MCLUST (as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.4), Hierarchical cluster, K-means clustering and Partitioning Around Medoids
(PAM), are applied to the yeast Y5 data set as described in Section 2.4.2. Then the
three validity indices, Silhouette index, Davies-Bouldin index and Dunn index, are
applied on the six resulting partitions and 10 random partitions.
The results from silhouette index are plotted in Figure 3.3. The results based on
six linkage methods for Davies-Bouldin index and Dunn index are plotted in Figure
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Figure 3.4: Experiments on discriminating random partitions (yellow curves) from
meaningful partitions (non-yellow curves) with semantic similarity based on the
Davies-Bouldin index. Colour codes are provided in the legend in Figure 3.3.
3.4 and 3.5, respectively. While the green box corresponds to the linkage method
for inter-cluster distance computation and the orange box for intra-cluster distance
computation. Curves are colour coded for the identities of clustering methods which
remain the same in all experiments, with the legend in Figure 3.3. In essence, the
objective of this experiment is to see if the random partitions (yellow curves) can be
differentiated from other valid partitions (non-yellow curves) by the validity indices.
From Figure 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, it is clear that although occasionally the indices pick up
perhaps exceptional partitions, none of them can differentiate the random partitions,
based on all three semantic similarity measures. Hence, the ability of the existing GO-
driven validation techniques to rank clustering algorithms based on semantic similarity
remains unclear.
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Figure 3.5: Experiments on discriminating random partitions (yellow curves) from
meaningful partitions (non-yellow curves) with semantic similarity based on the Dunn
index. Colour codes are provided in the legend in Figure 3.3.
3.4 Proposed Validation Method
Although the afore-mentioned three GO-driven indices are not able to provide effec-
tive solution for clustering validation, GO possesses useful information worth tapping.
In this section we introduce a clustering validity index with two sub-indices: within-
cluster compactness (WCC) and between-cluster similarity (BCS), upon the establish-
ment of a new distance measure between GO terms. Before that, two important statis-
tics to be used in the proposed index, p-value and information content, are reviewed.
For each cluster Ck, k∈{1, 2, ..., K} in a K-cluster partition, the hypergeometric dis-
tribution [131] can be used to identify over-represented GO terms Tk= {ti|i = 1, 2, ..., L}
in one of the three GO categories, with L the total number of over-represented terms.
Their corresponding p-values {pi|i = 1, 2, ..., L} are calculated as Eq.(2.27). The lower
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the p-value is, the more unlikely is the null hypothesis that a term appears by chance
hence the more significant a term is. The set of over-represented GO terms Tk are of
interest since they represent the most common functions shared by genes within cluster
Ck. Following, an induced GO relationship graph Gk for cluster Ck can be constructed
using Tk as leaves, linking to all their ancestors until one of the three root ontology
terms (BP, MF, and CC) is reached. Since an induced GO graph can be obtained us-
ing a certain number of over-represented GO terms from each cluster, K clusters can
then be mapped to K induced GO graphs. GO graphs thus provide straightforward
representation of the functional groups within a set of genes.
Another important notion is information content (IC). Let IC(·) denotes the infor-
mation content of a term. While p-value measures the biological relevance of a term
to a specific gene cluster, information content can indicate the specificity of a term
regarding the whole population. Although it has been pointed out that not all of the
less frequent terms are informative [99], this criterion can serve as a general guideline
if no prior information is available. Nonetheless, users should use evidence codes of
their choices when computing information content. The information content of a term
t is defined as the negative logarithm of the probability of observing the term or its
offsprings in one of the GO categories, i.e.,
IC(t) = − ln( f req(t)/ f req(root)), (3.7)
f req(t) = annot(t) +
∑
f req(children(t)), (3.8)
where annot(t) is the number of genes annotated with term t, children(t) is the set
of all children terms of t. Therefore, information content has a minimum value of 0
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for the root term and a maximum value of −ln(1/O) = ln(O), where O is the sum of
occurrences of all terms in this GO category.
3.4.1 GO-based Term-Term Distance
Since GO is a directed acyclic graph, uneven granularity and biological relevance of
certain terms need to be considered when evaluating the distance between two distinct
GO terms. Biological relevance of certain terms for a specific set of genes can be
measured using the p-value while information content indicates biological specificity
of a term. To overcome the limitations discussed in Section 3.1, evaluation can take
the GO structure, the height of the graph and the number of branches into account. To
this aim, graph theory will be useful in constructing a mathematical GO measure.
First of all, to provide a functional distance measure between terms, we propose a
graph-based strategy. A well-defined mathematical measure of term-term distance is of
crucial importance. It enables predictions of relationships between gene clusters that
would have been impossible if the GO structures could only be compared empirically.
Of the many paths existing between two terms, the shortest path sp(ti, t j) between two
terms, ti and t j, is defined as the path through which the two terms first reach a shared
parent, the lowest common ancestor (lowest common ancestor). sp(ti, t j) is computed
with Dijkstra’s algorithm [37]. Since GO is a directed acyclic graph, uneven granular-
ity and biological relevance of certain terms should be considered when evaluating the
distance between two distinct GO terms. For example, the depth of GO reflects mostly
the rank in categorisation rather than the intrinsic properties of terms. Therefore, in-
stead of treating all edges on the same scale, we assign edge weights to all edges along
the path. The idea is that the distance from a term to a more specific child term should
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be larger than it is to a more general child term. This results in the definition of edge
weight between two terms tp, tc
wcp = 1 − IC(tp)/IC(tc), (3.9)
where tp is the parent of tc in a GO graph. Since the information content of a parent
term is no higher than that of a child term, edge weights defined in Eq.(3.9) are bounded
in [0, 1]. In the case of a parent term and a child term having the same information
content value, the edge weight is 0. When tp is a root term, the edge weight is 1. In this
sense, the edge weight reflects the difference between a parent term and a child term
in the sense of biological specificity. For terms that share the same parent, the more
specific a child term is, the higher its information content is, thus the larger the edge
weight is.
Given a graph structure of GO as described above, we now define the term-term
distance di j between ti, t j and di between ti and the root term, with x, y denoting the
nodes along the shortest path, as:
di j =

1 +
∑
edge(x,y)∈sp(ti ,t j)
wxy, ti , t j
1, ti = t j,
(3.10)
di = 1 +
∑
edge(x,y)∈sp(ti ,root)
wxy, (3.11)
with sp(ti, t j) the shortest path between two terms, ti and t j. The latter case of di j is
more likely to happen in the situation when the same term is represented in two gene
clusters, for which assigning a constant value 1 to this case helps introduce a penalty,
as shown later in Section 3.4.3. In summary, this functional distance measure reflects
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the relevance details of all terms along the path and the graph structure of the induced
GO graph.
3.4.2 Within-Cluster Compactness
Intuitively, a functionally compact GO graph for a gene cluster is characterised as a
deep and narrow graph without wide spreading subgraphs. Deep graph indicates speci-
ficity in over-represented gene functions, while subgraphs represent different func-
tional groups. This can be computationally described as a result of long distances
between over-represented GO terms and root term, and short distances between the
over-represented terms. For example, in Figure 3.2, the two big subgraphs with terms
‘GO:0009987’ and ‘GO:0008152’ at top represent two main functional groups in this
gene cluster. This should result in low score in functional compactness.
We propose Functional Compactness (FC) to describe the level of compactness of
the functional cluster as described above, and an index, Within-Cluster Compactness
(WCC), to combine FC for all clusters in order to summarise the overall compactness
of a partition. A large value of FC indicates a functionally compact cluster.
Given a p-value cut-off ρ, GO terms ti, t j with corresponding p-values pi, p j lower
than ρ are selected. Meanwhile, the measure should be normalised to the sizes of
clusters and indicate the significance of a term regarding to its p-value. FC for a cluster
Ck is defined as
FCρ(Ck) =
∑
ti∈Tk
di · (log pi)2
∑
ti∈Tk
∑
t j∈Tk, j,i
di j · log pi · log p j
. (3.12)
Summing up the distances between over-represented terms to the root term, the nu-
merator in FC formula credits deep and narrow graph. The denominator suppresses
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cluster with loosely related terms, since the longer the distances between terms are,
the less functional compact a cluster is. In other words, FC discourages subgraphs by
involving long distances between terms in two subgraphs. Notably, if a cluster is not
significantly enriched, e.g., for a certain p-value cut-off ρ it has less GO terms that will
contribute to FC, such a cluster also scores lower. Combining FC of all clusters Ck in
a partition P, WCC can be defined as
WCCρ(P) =
∑K
k=1 ln |Ck | · FCρ(Ck)∑K
k=1 ln |Ck|
, (3.13)
where ln |Ck| is the natural logarithm of the size of cluster Ck and
∑K
k=1 ln |Ck| serves
as a normalising factor. The purpose of involving ln |Ck| is to remove the effect from
the cluster size. WCCρ serves as a measure for a clustering outcome in terms of its
compactness in functional representation.
3.4.3 Between-Cluster Similarity
The idea behind the proposed Between-Cluster Similarity is that the overlapping de-
gree between two graphs can indicate their functional similarity. To computationally
depict the overlapping degree between two clusters, we define Functional Similarity
(FS) as an indication of similarity/disimilarity (overlap/separation) in terms of biolog-
ical functions. We also define Between-Cluster Similarity (BCS) which combines the
FS scores for all clusters in order to indicate the overall separation among clusters. A
large value of FS indicates a higher level of similarity, since the overlap between two
sets of GO terms are more significant. This leads to the formulisation of FS as follows.
For a partition C, K induced GO graphs G = {G1, ...,GK} are constructed from K
sets of over-represented terms T = {T1, ..., TK} from the clusters C = {C1, ...,CK}. The
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FS between every two clusters Cx,Cy is:
FS ρ(Cx,Cy) =
∑
ti∈Gx
di(Gx) · (log pi)2 +
∑
t j∈Gy
d j(Gy) · (log p j)2
∑
ti∈Gx
∑
t j∈Gy
di j(Gx ∪Gy) · log pi · log p j
. (3.14)
di(Gx) has the same physical meaning as di in Eq.(3.10), with Gx in the brackets in-
dicating the GO graph identity. The numerator of Eq.(3.14) represents the sum of the
sizes of two graphs by summing up the distances between the terms and the root term.
The denominator describes the overlap between two functional clusters with the sum
of distances between terms in the joint graph (Gx ∪Gy). The bigger the overlap in the
two functional clusters is, the smaller the distances between terms are in the denomi-
nator, hence the higher value of FS. As a summary, for the overall partition, BCS can
identify functionally well separated clusters with the definition:
BCS ρ(P) =
∑
x,y
ln |Cx| · ln |Cy| · FS ρ(Cx,Cy)
∑
x,y
ln |Cx| · ln |Cy|
. (3.15)
As the name indicates, the smaller this index is, the clusters share less commonality in
gene functions, and therefore the better the corresponding partition is.
3.4.4 Combined Index WB
Based on the user-selected GO category/categories, a clustering algorithm’s validity
measure WB can be calculated by pooling different p-value cut-offs ρ. For more than
one GO category, the formula of WB takes an additive form so selected GO categories
can be linearly combined. For example, if all three GO categories (BP, MF and CC)
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are chosen, WB is calculated according to the following formula:
WB(P) =
∑
∀ρ
(WCCρ,MF(P)2 +WCCρ,BP(P)2 +WCCρ,CC(P)2)
∑
∀ρ
(BCS ρ,MF(P)2 + BCS ρ,BP(P)2 + BCS ρ,CC(P)2)
. (3.16)
The reason of using a square form is to stress any strong relationship in the GO cat-
egories. WB provides a single quantitative measure to facilitate easy comparison of
different partitions. The larger WB measure is, the better a partition is since the clus-
ters are compact and well separated.
3.4.5 Confidence Thresholds
In order to draw a statistical conclusion, it is crucial to select representative p-value
cut-offs so that performance can be evaluated on a significance basis. Adjustment of p-
values for multiplicity is performed using the notion of false discovery rate (FDR) [9].
FDR suggests a different point of view when considering testing errors, by controlling
the expected proportion of erroneous rejection of the null hypotheses
E[|False Positives|/(|False Positives| + |True Positives|)]. For a given threshold α, the
Benjamini Hochberg procedure states that if p1, p2, ..., pm are the observed p-values,
one can find the largest b so that b = max{i|pi ≤ iα/m} and reject null hypotheses
H01 , H
0
2 , ..., H
0
b . After adjustment, p-values can be compared directly with any chosen
significance level α.
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3.5 Experimental Results
Consistency, accuracy and discriminability are the main attributes of the validity in-
dices to be accessed in this experimental section. To this aim, we design three com-
parative experiments, allowing the proposed WB index to be assessed in many aspects.
Biological data sets with distinct features and various complexities are used. Five
other validity indices, including two GO-driven and three data-driven indices, are used
to compare with the proposed index. Six popular clustering algorithms are selected to
represent the wide spectrum of clustering methods.
The three data sets used in the experiments are: yeast cell cycle (Y5) data set (as
described in Section 2.4.2), yeast galactose data set (as described in Section 2.4.3),
and Arabidopsis L. Heynth diurnal data set. The yeast Y5 data set is popular in the
clustering literature for its easy accessibility. The challenges from this data set are
posed partly by the ambiguities among the five cell cycle phases and partly by the poor
quality of the data set. Compared with Y5 data set, Yeast galactose data set show more
distinguishable expression patterns. Its genes reflect four functional categories in GO.
Arabidopsis L. Heynth diurnal data set
The Arabidopsis L. Heynth diurnal data set [124] is collected from an experiment to
investigate the impact of the diurnal cycle of the starch metabolism in the leaves of
Arabidopsis L. Heynth. It is a larger data set with 800 genes but with only 11 time
points and two replicates. For the assessment of our validation scheme, a subset of 800
genes is used which is previously selected using the periodicity test [147]. All data
sets in the experiments are filtered. Because of noise and limited annotation knowl-
edge, involving a whole data set prevents us from interpreting the performance of the
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Figure 3.6: The Arabidopsis L. Heynth diurnal data clustered into eight clusters by
K-means clustering.
proposed methods under evaluation. By using filtered data sets, the interference of un-
known factors is significantly reduced, which provides a clearer picture about the role
the methods play. Figure 3.6 shows the time series with one replicate concatenated
with the other. Ambiguities, especially in the fifth cluster indicates difficulty in this
data set in terms of clustering.
In addition to the proposed index, two GO-driven indices are used for comparison:
the biological homogeneity index (BHI) and biological stability index (BSI). On the
other hand, the three data-driven indices, namely the Calinski and Harabasz (CH) index
[21], the Davies-Bouldin index and the Dunn index (as described in Section 3.3.3.1),
can be employed to judge the clustering quality from the aspect of data without taking
GO into account. The idea behind the CH index is to compute the pairwise sum of
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squared distances between clusters using microarray data, and compare that to the
internal sum of squared distances for each cluster.
For both the CH index and the Dunn index, a large score corresponds to a good par-
tition. However, for the Davies-Bouldin index, a set of compact clusters is associated
with a small value. In the following experiments, the scores of the Davies-Bouldin
index are inverted so that large scores correspond to good partitions for all the indices.
We design three experiments to assess the performance of the proposed GO valida-
tion indices from different aspects. In the first experiment, six clustering algorithms are
evaluated in their applications to the yeast Y5 data set and the Arabidopsis diurnal data
set with the six validity indices. In the second experiment, we use yeast galactose data
set and its cluster assignment to the four functional categories in a perturbation test to
assess the sensitivity and consistency of the proposed validation index with different
levels of random errors. The last experiment tests the accuracy of the proposed index
by finding the optimum number of clusters for the yeast Y5 data set.
3.5.1 Evaluation of Six Clustering Algorithms
We select three model-based and three heuristic clustering methods to be evaluated
by the validity indices. PMDE clustering algorithm as introduced in Section 2.3 is
a tight clustering algorithm with the capability of detecting outlier/scattered genes.
SplineCluster [63] is an efficient hierarchical clustering program based on a spline
model with a marginal likelihood criterion. MCLUST [44] is a widely-used model-
based method which selects Gaussian models from a pre-defined set and fits them to
the data. They are compared with hierarchical clustering (complete linkage), K-means
clustering and Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) [77]. Since both K-means and
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PAM are sensitive to initial values, 10 random initialisations are given to both methods
and the optimum results are selected by the CH measure.
The ultimate aim of this section is to assess the validity indices. The experiments
only show the clustering algorithms’ performance in certain cases, with fixed numbers
of clusters. Since a clustering algorithm needs to be scrutinized from various angles,
the experiments here cannot serve as an overall evaluation of a clustering algorithm.
Once a validity index is established as useful, it can then be used to assess clustering
algorithm in a more comprehensive setting.
The evaluation of validity indices through the comparative experiment is based on
two criteria. First, biological validity index evaluates the ability of a clustering al-
gorithm to produce biologically meaningful clusters. Therefore, a good index should
differentiate meaningful partitions from random ones. For each of the data sets, six
partitions from the clustering algorithms as well as ten random partitions are generated
for comparison. Second, when a GO-driven index agrees with data-driven indices or
a majority of indices, it is likely that the judgment for this partition is correct, since it
is based on both experimental observations and existing biological knowledge. Hence
the corresponding GO-driven index performs accurately. Consequently, good agree-
ment with data-driven indices can serves as positive evidence for GO-driven indices.
However, when such connection cannot be found, the partitions may be inspected for
their soundness so that validity indices can be assessed.
Since the performance of a clustering method can vary with different data structure
and characteristics, experiments are carried out on two data sets of distinct nature, the
yeast Y5 data set and the Arabidopsis data set.
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3.5.1.1 Experiments on yeast Y5 data
The procedure of clustering Y5 data set by various algorithms has been described be-
fore (Section 2.4.2.1). However, we use a simpler clustering procedure but with the
addition of random partitions, since the focus is on validity index instead of clustering
algorithms themselves. For the yeast Y5 data set, five is selected as the number of
clusters for all algorithms to represent a simple interpretation of this data set. Six par-
titions from the clustering algorithms as well as ten random partitions are generated for
comparison. Biological validity index evaluates the ability of a clustering algorithm to
produce biologically meaningful clusters. Therefore, such an index should differenti-
ate biological meaningful clusters from random ones. We compute the validity scores
for six indices for each of the 16 partitions. The three biological indices are based on
the GO ontology BP.
Table 3.1: Confidence levels (α) and corresponding p-value cut-offs (ρ) in the PMDE
partition for the Y5 data set.
α 0.0025 0.005 0.0075 0.01 0.0125
ρ 0.000079 0.000197 0.000356 0.000469 0.000774
α 0.015 0.0175 0.02 0.0225 0.025
ρ 0.000996 0.001226 0.001639 0.001912 0.002285
α 0.0275 0.03 0.0325 0.035 0.0375
ρ 0.002598 0.002996 0.003434 0.003738 0.004005
α 0.04 0.0425 0.045 0.0475 0.05
ρ 0.004371 0.004742 0.005746 0.006238 0.006881
Before the final WB index defined in Eq.(3.16) is compared to other validity index,
we first observe the behaviours of individual WCC (Eq.(3.13)) and BCS (Eq.(3.15))
indices to achieve better understanding of the proposed indices. Selected confidence
levels and corresponding p-values cut-offs for the proposed WB index are provided
in Table 3.1. Plots of WCC and BCS scores across these cut-offs for each of the
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three GO categories are provided in Figure 3.7. From Figure 3.7, we can observe
the fairly consistent performance of the proposed indices across different cut-offs ρ.
But incorporating different ρ into the index is still necessary to provide robust results.
Also, users are allowed to define their own selection criterion of the p-value cut-off ρ
according to their needs, applications, and the organism under study.
Following, validity scores for six partitions and the average score for the 10 random
partitions are illustrated in Figure 3.8. On average, scores for PMDE, SplineCluster,
MCLUST, Hierarchical, K-means and PAM are 0.93, 0.84, 0.93, 0.86, 0.75, 0.83, re-
spectively. At first glance, PMDE and MCLUST are the best performer for most of the
indices, especially in terms of the WB, BSI and Dunn indices. They have the highest
average scores. Hierarchical clustering, SplineCluster and PAM also perform reason-
ably well as judged by most of the indices except the Dunn index. The values from the
indices reflect the fact that model-based clustering methods are preferable to heuristic
clustering methods such as K-means and hierarchical clustering for this data set. This
is reasonable. For the model-based clustering algorithms, PMDE and MCLUST are
specifically designed for gene expression time series. Their outstanding performance
coincides with established theory [62]. Surprisingly, SplineCluster, also a model-based
technique, failed to achieve similar result. Both PMDE and SplineCluster use linear
spline model with nonlinear basis functions for data fitting. Nevertheless, PMDE and
MCLUST fit one model to each cluster, while SplineCluster fits one model to one time
series individually. The approach SplineCluster adopted may lead to overfitting, espe-
cially when the time series is short as it is in the case of this data set. On the other hand,
PAM demonstrates outstanding quality as a standard technique, although the number
of clusters is required as a priori knowledge.
Besides these useful insights about the clustering methods, we also gain better
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understanding about the validity indices under study. First of all, most indices have the
ability to distinguish the random partitions from meaningful partitions. However, BHI
scores for K-means and one of the random partitions are almost the same, revealing
its deficiency in discriminability. Moreover, BHI scores are often different from other
indices. With respect to this index, the best performers are SplineCluster and PAM. On
the other hand, the other two GO-driven indices, WB and BSI, are capable of detecting
random partitions. They are also more consistent with the data-driven indices, although
WB tends to penalise heuristic methods more. At this point, it is still difficult to decide
which of WB and BSI outperforms the other.
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Figure 3.7: For the Yeast Y5 data set, plots of (a),(b),(c) WCC scores and (d), (e), (f)
BCS scores for six clustering algorithms and the average of ten random runs based on
the three GO categories BP, MF and CC, respectively.
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Figure 3.8: For the yeast Y5 data set, normalised scores of six validity indices for
various clustering algorithms and random partitions. The solid lines denote that the
indices are GO-driven, while the dashed lines denote data-driven indices.
3.5.1.2 Experiments on Arabidopsis diurnal data
The Arabidopsis diurnal data set is made up of two experiments. Each experiment
consists of measurements at 11 time points of uneven time intervals to capture the
periods immediately after the transitions from dark (light) to light (dark). Samples
were firstly taken at the end of light period, then at 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12h of darkness and
at 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12h of light. For the assessment of our validation scheme, we choose
a subset of 800 genes previously selected using the periodicity test [147]. This subset
of data was first studied by Rhein and Strimmer for network inference [102].
Consider the sparsity of annotations in Arabidopsis, the short length of time series
and the noise in the data, this data set represents a case of higher complexity in our
study. Determination of cluster number in this case is more complicated. There is
no specific gene selection criterion for choosing the cluster number, unlike the Yeast
Y5 data set. Moreover, the number should be selected neither by a validity index nor
by a clustering method to avoid bias. While the optimal cluster number selected by
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Table 3.2: Confidence levels (α) and corresponding p-value cut-offs (ρ) in the PMDE
partition for the Arabidopsis data set
α 0.005 0.01 0.015
ρ 8.3e-05 1.0e-03 5.0e-03
α 0.02 0.025 0.03
ρ 8.3e-03 1.0e-02 1.5e-02
MCLUST is 2, PMDE reports 13 as the optimum. Taking all these into account, we
decide on 8 as the cluster number, so that the outcomes of the clustering algorithms is
interpretable for the purpose of evaluating of validity indices.
Next, we obtain partitions using the six clustering algorithms. MCLUST often
falls in local minimum, yielding singleton clusters. We select the best result with
8 clusters generated from different initialisations. By setting the parameters, PMDE
and SplineCluster can also find partitions with 8 clusters. For the biological validity
indices, we choose one GO category ‘biological process’ for clustering validation ac-
cording to the purpose of this microarray experiment. Selected confidence levels and
corresponding p-values cut-offs for the WB index in the PMDE partition are provided
in Table 3.2. As can be seen from the table, for a bigger data set such as the Arabidopsis
data set, less significant levels α can be used to reduce the computation cost.
For all validity indices, the scores across the six clustering algorithms are plotted
as curves in Figure 3.9. The result appears to be different from the previous experiment
for the yeast Y5 data set (c.f. Figure 3.8). As can be seen, hierarchical clustering is
judged as the best performer in terms of BHI, DB and Dunn indices, while with re-
spect to WB and BSI K-means clustering is the best. On the other hand, MCLUST
receives lowest scores from almost all indices expect BHI, which gives its lowest score
to SplineCluster. Interestingly, the situation seems to be completely reversed from the
previous data set. All indices indicate that better performers are heuristic or ‘simpler’
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Figure 3.9: For the Arabidopsis diurnal data set, normalised scores of six validity
indices for various clustering algorithms. Colour codes indicating the validity index
identities are the same as they are in Figure 3.8.
clustering methods instead of model-based methods which dominate the evaluation
for the yeast Y5 data set. This is presumably due to the fact that the parameters of
model-based methods have not been carefully adjusted. It is generally known that
model-based clustering algorithms enjoy full probabilistic modeling and higher level
of robustness. However, in some cases they may fail in practice due to the sensitivity
to the model assumption or local optimums. The short length of time series in this
case and the large number of variables involved makes it particularly challenging for
model-based methods. Besides, model-based methods often need special care in im-
plementation to avoid issues such as singularity and local optimum. Their sensitivity
to parameter settings such as the cluster number also need to be taken into account.
As far as the validity indices are concerned, there are less connections we can es-
tablish between the GO-driven indices and the data-driven indices than there are in the
case of Y5 data set. Intuitively, good agreement with data-driven indices can serves
as evidence supporting GO-driven indices, if the data set is well-annotated. How-
ever, for the Arabidopsis data set this may not be the case, since annotations are far
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more sparse and less reliable. Notably, contradiction between GO-driven validation
and data-driven validation may partly originate from the noisy nature of GO. How-
ever, noise in microarray data itself is another source of errors for data-driven indices.
Therefore, consistent high scores of GO-driven indices for a clustering algorithm may
suggest its superior ability in handling noise in the data.
For the GO-driven indices, scores of WB and BSI have more in common while
BHI scores are again very different. However, the best performers judged by BHI are
K-means and PMDE, while the scores of WB indicate that only K-means is the best
performer. Hence, we inspect the resulting partitions by K-means and PMDE for their
biological meanings. Over-represented terms in the K-means clusters and in the PMDE
clusters, together with their information content and p-values, are extracted and listed
in Table 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. From the enriched clusters in the K-means partition,
specific GO terms of related biological process (starch metabolism) are found. For
instance, the clusters are enriched with photosynthesis (with p-value 4.9E-6), circadian
rhythm (7.7E-4), starch metabolic process (1.1E-5), isoprenoid biosynthetic process
(1.5E-4).
In contrast, for the PMDE partition, the over-represented terms are less specific
and the corresponding p-values are higher, indicating lower significance. For the over-
represented terms in the PMDE cluster, average information content is 6.9 and average
p-value is 9E-3, while for the K-means partition, average information content is 7.1 and
average p-value is 6E-3. Successfully, the proposed WB index captures this difference,
since it takes into account the specificity of GO terms. Overall, this investigation not
only reveals useful insights into the data set and the clustering algorithms, but also
provides evidence of the superior performance of the proposed WB index.
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Table 3.3: Over-represented GO terms in the K-means partition for the Arabidopsis data set
Cluster GO ID GO term p-values Gene IC
counts
1 GO:0008610 lipid biosynthetic process 3.94E-05 10 6.413522
1 GO:0044255 cellular lipid metabolic process 6.62E-05 12 6.10293
1 GO:0008299 isoprenoid biosynthetic process 0.000155 5 7.717184
2 GO:0009755 hormone-mediated signaling 0.00288 4 7.089956
2 GO:0009605 response to external stimulus 0.007028 9 6.730338
2 GO:0043687 post-translational protein modification 0.010556 13 5.045178
3 GO:0015979 photosynthesis 4.95E-06 9 7.597105
3 GO:0019684 photosynthesis, light reaction 0.000103 6 7.910601
3 GO:0009414 response to water deprivation 0.000164 7 7.689971
4 GO:0048511 rhythmic process 0.000775 3 9.29272
4 GO:0007623 circadian rhythm 0.000775 3 9.29272
4 GO:0009909 regulation of flower development 0.001956 2 8.337209
5 GO:0006139 nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolic process 9.75E-05 22 4.171339
5 GO:0016070 RNA metabolic process 0.004393 9 4.806334
5 GO:0006350 transcription 0.007809 11 4.557692
6 GO:0000904 cellular morphogenesis during differentiation 0.02029 1 8.723626
6 GO:0010090 trichome morphogenesis 0.02029 1 8.781895
6 GO:0010091 trichome branching 0.02029 1 9.602875
7 GO:0005982 starch metabolic process 1.11E-05 7 9.19741
7 GO:0044264 cellular polysaccharide metabolic process 0.000128 7 7.492662
7 GO:0005976 polysaccharide metabolic process 0.000128 7 7.465486
8 GO:00061391 nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolic process 0.000491 25 4.171339
8 GO:00062591 DNA metabolic process 0.001259 11 6.144267
8 GO:0016458 gene silencing 0.005689 3 7.713742
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Table 3.4: Over-represented GO terms in the PMDE partition for the Arabidopsis data set
Cluster GO ID GO term p-values Gene IC
counts
1 GO:0048511 rhythmic process 0.000775 3 9.29272
1 GO:0007623 circadian rhythm 0.000775 3 9.29272
1 GO:0009909 regulation of flower development 0.001956 2 8.337209
2 GO:0009605 response to external stimulus 0.001549 10 6.730338
2 GO:0009755 hormone-mediated signaling 0.00288 4 7.089956
2 GO:0051641 cellular localisation 0.044049 10 5.905509
3 GO:0006139 nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolic process 0.000117 22 4.171339
3 GO:0016070 RNA metabolic process 0.004739 9 4.806334
3 GO:0006350 transcription 0.008494 11 4.557692
4 GO:00061391 nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolic process 0.000955 25 4.171339
4 GO:00062591 DNA metabolic process 0.001787 11 6.144267
4 GO:0016458 gene silencing 0.006411 3 7.713742
5 GO:0015979 photosynthesis 3.48E-06 9 7.597105
5 GO:0019684 photosynthesis, light reaction 8.12E-05 6 7.910601
5 GO:0006950 response to stress 0.000711 16 5.344044
6 GO:0000904 cellular morphogenesis during differentiation 0.02029 1 8.723626
6 GO:0010090 trichome morphogenesis 0.02029 1 8.781895
6 GO:0010091 trichome branching 0.02029 1 9.602875
7 GO:0008610 lipid biosynthetic process 0.000117 10 6.413522
7 GO:0044255 cellular lipid metabolic process 0.000228 12 6.10293
7 GO:0008299 isoprenoid biosynthetic process 0.000281 5 7.717184
8 GO:0005982 starch metabolic process 4.36E-06 7 9.19741
8 GO:0044264 cellular polysaccharide metabolic process 5.19E-05 7 7.492662
8 GO:0005976 polysaccharide metabolic process 5.19E-05 7 7.465486
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3.5.2 Perturbation Experiment
Table 3.5: Confidence levels (α) and corresponding p-value cut-offs (ρ) in the starting
partition for the Galatose data set for the perturbation experiment
α 0.0025 0.005 0.0075 0.01 0.0125 0.015
ρ 8.14E-28 1.17E-25 1.34E-24 7.22E-23 2.01E-21 0. 6.53E-20
α 0.0175 0.02 0.0225 0.025 0.0275 0.03
ρ 2.51E-17 1.00E-15 2.67E-14 1.50E-12 0.002598 0.002996
In this experiment, we assess the indices’ consistency over increasing level of per-
turbation and their sensitivity to small perturbation. By perturbation we mean small
error to be introduced into the system currently under evaluation. The yeast galactose
data set is selected, both because it is relatively well annotated and that the ground
truth, its assignment to four functional categories, is given. Starting with the four
true/functional clusters, each time 2 more genes are assigned wrong cluster member-
ships. Resulting values for the GO-driven indices WB, BHI and BSI are plotted across
the perturbations in Figure 3.10(a), while values for WB index and the data-driven
measures Dunn, CH, and DB index are plotted in Figure 3.10(b) for clarity. All va-
lidity scores are normalised in this chapter to facilitate comparison. The further to the
right of the “Perturbation” axis in Figure 3.10, the greater the perturbation level, hence
the worse the quality of the partition. So it is expected that a good validity index should
associate lower values to partitions corresponding to higher perturbation levels.
The steady decent of WB index is a strong indication of its consistency. It is also
consistent with the data-driven indices, which again proves that the partition quality
is worsening. We observe that the Dunn index is very sensitive to perturbations. This
is reasonable, since the Dunn index uses only the minimum intra-cluster distance and
maximum inter-cluster distance, while the CH and the DB take all distances into ac-
count. In contrast to the descents of most indices, BHI values tend to increase after
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Figure 3.10: Normalised scores of validity indices with increasing level of perturbation
in the yeast galatose data set. Large values correspond to good partitions for all the
indices. (a) GO-driven validity indices WB, BHI and BSI calculated based on the GO
category ‘Biological process’, (b) WB index and data-driven indices.
the 25th experiment. This may be due to the fact that the penalty for such perturbation
imposed on BHI is not heavy enough. Another possible reason lies in BHI’s low speci-
ficity of GO categories as analysed in Section 3.2. Specific and general GO categories
are treated on the same level, but a general functional category may not differentiate
true clusters from wrong clusters. For example, a term ‘metabolic process’ covers 191
genes in this data set, thus has no discriminative power. Overall, among the GO-driven
indices, better performers in this experiment are BSI and WB.
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3.5.3 Finding Optimum Number of Clusters
To test the accuracy of the validity indices, we apply them to the yeast Y5 data set to
find the optimum number of clusters. While the complexity of this gene expression
data set poses acute challenge to the clustering algorithms, the degree of annotation to
this data set provides an excellent and accurate basis for the evaluation of biological
validity measures. The experiment proceeds as follows. First, partitions with a range
of cluster numbers [3 − 12] are obtained for each of the six clustering algorithms.
Then the validity scores are computed using all validity indices. We examine the re-
sults by each clustering algorithm. Interestingly, only partitions from SplineCluster
and hierarchial clustering can provide discriminative evidences for evaluating the ad-
vantages/disadvantages of the indices. Although the two algorithms are not the best
for this data set from the previous experiment, they provide fairly consistent results
across different cluster numbers, while others appear to be sensitive to cluster number.
Hence, results based on SplineCluster partitions and hierarchical clustering partitions
are depicted in Figure 3.11(a) and (b), respectively.
First of all, all figures (including the ones not provided here) show that CH in-
creases and BSI decreases monotonically, which suggests CH and BSI’s sensitivity
to cluster numbers. Hence, they fail to achieve the purpose of the test. Although it
seems from Figure 3.11(a) and (c) that WB tends to give higher score for smaller clus-
ter numbers, its score for the five-cluster partition stands out. Consider that genes in
this data set were originally selected depending on whether their expression peak in
one of the five cell-cycle phases, this five-cluster partition may correctly separate the
cell-cycle genes. This is further confirmed by the BHI which also selects five as the
optimum number. In the same figure, Dunn and DB indices only monotonically go up
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and down, respectively. However, these two indices have different performance in Fig-
ure 3.11(b) for the hierarchical clustering partitions. In this figure, WB, BHI, Dunn and
DB have a preference for the numbers ranging from four to seven. In particular, they
get high scores for cluster number five and six. The highest scores for WB and BHI
occur when the data set is partitioned into six clusters. Our previous analysis of this
data set suggests that it is also possible that this data set has six functional categories
(see Table 2.4). Since biological pathways have a hierarchical structure, expressions
of genes involved in sub-pathways can be clustered into sub-clusters. Therefore, the
hierarchical algorithm may give a good solution when partitioning the data set into 6
clusters. Overall, the only indices that do not have monotonic behaviors across cluster
numbers are the BHI and WB, reflecting their potential in selecting optimal number
of clusters. As a summary, WB is the only GO-driven index that has excellent perfor-
mance in all three experiments.
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Figure 3.11: Scores of the six validity indices as a function of cluster numbers for
the yeast Y5 data set using (a) SplineCluster algorithm, (b) hierarchical algorithm, (c)
PMDE algorithm. Colour codes are the same as they are in Figure 3.8 (black: WB,
red: BHI, green: BSI, dark blue: Dunn, light blue: CH, pink: DB).
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we design a clustering validity index WB to overcome the challenges
presented by the complex structure of GO. Based on a new term-term distance defined
within the realm of graph theory, the WB index successfully incorporates the strength
of relationships between terms. Another desirable feature of the proposed index is that
it relieves the assumption that GO terms are compared on the same level. It takes into
account not only the variations in biological specificities in GO terms, but also the
significance of terms to the gene clusters. Therefore, it is essentially different from
the validity measures where GO terms are used as functional categories, such as BHI
and BSI. Benefited from these features, the proposed WB index has proven its superior
performance in the experimental evaluation.
In the comparative experiments, the proposed WB index’s preference for cluster-
ing methods provides useful insights into these methods as well as the data sets, and
the result coincides with established theory. It also demonstrates its consistency and
sensitivity over different levels of random errors. Finally, it proves to be useful for
selecting the optimal cluster numbers using biological knowledge. Although BHI and
BSI are excellent in some of these aspects, neither of them outperforms WB overall.
In summary, this study elucidates much insight into the validity indices, the cluster-
ing methods and the data sets. We believe that the proposed index can aid in a more
efficient and effective utilisation of the valuable GO information.
With the proposed index, one can select a clustering algorithm that helps reduce
data dimension and select key components. However, for the next step of biologi-
cal inference, for example, discovery of transcriptional regulatory relationships, single
source of data is often not sufficient. When more than one biological data source is
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available, integrative analysis is likely to be significantly advantageous, and is cur-
rently the subject of ongoing research. In the next chapter, other data sources will be
combined with gene expression data to increase the confidence in the inference of gene
networks, with the help of a new Bayesian method.
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Chapter 4
A Bayes Random Fields Approach for
Integrative Large-Scale Regulatory
Network Reconstruction
4.1 Introduction
One major aim in functional genomics is the reverse engineering of transcriptional
regulatory network, which brings the understanding of functional mechanisms in or-
ganisms to a higher level. In the hope of discovering transcriptional regulatory activi-
ties, one promising research direction is the integrative analysis of diverse data sources
[75].
In a transcriptional system, genes and proteins interact with each other in various
ways as shown in Section 1.1 and 1.2.3. Basic interactions include transcription fac-
tors binding to their target sites on DNA. More complex interactions exist to account
for a proportion of all interactions. For example, proteins can combine to form multi-
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protein complexes that can perform higher level functions in regulation, for example
cleaving RNA or unzipping DNA. These interactions either impose constraints on, or
provide capabilities to, the regulatory functions being performed. The interactions in-
volved in transcriptional regulations can be collectively represented as a transcriptional
regulatory network.
It is often difficult to conclude which genes play a regulatory role and how genes
regulate each other with traditional biology experiments. It is then a major challenge
in functional genomics to map out the topological and dynamical properties of the
regulatory network. The availability of diverse data from high-throughput experiments
has motivated many computational methods, see [25, 75, 135, 148] for good reviews.
Naturally, integrating information from different processes and interactions involved
in regulatory activities contributes to a deeper understanding of the underlying system,
and therefore constitutes a promising direction for regulatory network reconstruction.
However, huge amount of data incurs many difficulties in information exploitation,
which entails objective techniques.
A key challenge in data integration is the development of a robust system that can
be routinely applied to heterogeneous and noisy data. However, such system has not
yet been proposed. The reasons are manifold. First, biological data are of quite dif-
ferent nature and formats. For example, microarray gene expression data are often
high-dimensional if they are sampled over time, whilst most of the other data types,
e.g. protein-protein interaction data, are one-dimensional. The problem becomes how
to facilitate effective integration between data of different formats. Another reason is
that the coverage of each data type is different from each other. While gene expres-
sion data cover almost the entire genome, other data sources are far more sparse. For
instance, transcription factor binding data can only partially cover the interactions be-
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tween transcription factors and other genes. Therefore, the integrative system has to
be carefully designed to address these issues.
In this chapter, we propose a Bayes-Random Fields approach (BRFs) for the in-
tegrative analysis of large-scale regulatory networks. The proposed system is capable
of integrating unlimited data sources for discovering relevant network architecture of
large-scale networks. A potential function is designed to impose a modular constraint
on the resultant network, teamed with a full Bayesian approach for combining informa-
tion from heterogenous data sets. The probabilistic nature of our framework facilitates
robust analysis in order to minimise the influence of noise inherent in the data on the
inferred structure in a seamless and coherent manner.
Our inspiration comes from the synergy between the problem of regulatory net-
work reverse engineering and the inverse problem in signal processing [130]. Over the
past decades, robust statistical methods have matured into some of the most power-
ful techniques to extract meaningful conclusions from a diversity of data types. The
context is similar to the newly arisen study of biological data integration. However, in-
stead of rigidly relying on existing techniques, we aim to take into account the nature
of biological data.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, we briefly review the data
sources introduced in Section 1.1.1 and discuss rationales and limits in integrative anal-
ysis with respect to the features of these data sources. Existing methods for regulatory
network reconstruction are reviewed by their categories, bringing up new challenges.
The proposed method is then introduced in Section 4.3 and evaluated in experiments
with both simulated data sets and Saccharomyces Cerevisiae data sets. Further, we
provide experimental results and analytical discussions to reveal the varied character-
istics of different data sources. It is our hope that such analysis reveals the elementary
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structure of regulatory interactions responsible for higher level properties of organisms
such as cell growth and death.
4.2 Data Sources and Existing Methods
4.2.1 Heterogenous Data Sources
The growing availability of genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data is providing
large-scale view of biological systems. With heterogenous data sources available, it is
non-trivial to understand the features, relationships and reliability of these data sources
for the purpose of regulatory network reconstruction.
The data sources introduced in Section 1.1.1, which are acquired at different stages
of cellular activities, relate to each other in one way or another. For example, changes
in gene expression may be a direct result of transcription factor binding. In this sense,
we can expect information from these data to be combined and form a more powerful
prediction system. Indeed, there are many advantages in integration analysis for these
data. First, data integration can help filter out erroneous information and increase
the confidence in prediction, since biological data are often noisy with many false
positives. If there are evidences from multiple independent experiments, reliability
of conclusions drawn is greatly improved [75]. Second, data integration can increase
the coverage of the genome [135]. Since different data sources may cover different
subsets of cellular components, an increase in the coverage in the inference result
can be expected by summarising findings from various subsets. Third, integration
can help address the problem of specificity in some data sources. For example, gene
expression data alone often lack the degree of specificity needed to make accurate
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biological conclusions, which can be made up by the transcription factor binding data.
The sparsity of transcription factor binding data, on the other hand, can be compensated
by the wide coverage of gene expression data. Together, these data sources can help
increase overall predictive power from different aspects and on different levels.
There has been, however, a concern about data dependence in the integration liter-
ature, which is that subtle correlations and dependencies among data can confound the
power of prediction [91]. Recently, Lu et al. [91] shed light on this particular aspect
by correlating diverse genomic features and observing their integration results. They
found no strong dependence in the 16 genomic features studied including gene expres-
sion data and functional annotations such as Gene Ontology. Also, it appears that a
saturation effect exists in integration systems. At some point, the utility of adding more
data sets saturates in the sense that adding more data sets only introduces confusions
instead of further reducing noise. By integrating only a few “good” features, maxi-
mum predictive power of a system can be achieved. Therefore, the genomic features
to be integrated has to be carefully selected. Therefore, it is important to investigate
the effects different data types have with respects to the transcriptional regulatory sys-
tems under study. In the next subsection, we review existing methods and their choices
of data for network reconstruction. Later in the experiments we empirically test the
prediction power of the data types studied in this thesis.
4.2.2 Existing Methods for Network Reconstruction
In recent years, many researchers devote their work to studying the properties of dif-
ferent genome-scale data, resulting in many methods for reconstructing transcriptional
regulatory networks. To understand the essential differences among these methods, it
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is important to review existing methods based on the data source/sources they used
in order to identify their merits and deficiencies, so that improvement can be made
systematically.
4.2.2.1 Methods for single data source
Microarray data are perhaps one of the most widely used data sources in this area of
research. Many efforts for the reconstruction of transcriptional networks are spent on
analysing microarray gene expression data alone [49, 113]. Among earliest works,
[50] is an influential paper based on Bayesian networks for gene network inference
from gene expression data, with more recent perspectives in [49]. More Bayesian
approaches to inferring sparse graphical (Gaussian) models [54] were described in
[38, 74].
In more recent years, two types of methods, dynamic Bayesian networks [11] and
graphical Gaussian models, account for a major part of research. dynamic Bayesian
networks have been widely used in time-series data analysis to account for system
dynamics [11, 65, 154]. For example, a dynamic Bayesian networks approach based
on a first-order auto-regressive model were applied to gene network reconstruction in
[81]. However, inherent problems in dynamic Bayesian networks make them relatively
ineffective for large-scale prediction, i.e., when there are many variables. A concern
about the inefficiency of dynamic Bayesian networks inspires a number of variant ap-
proaches, e.g. a fast “Bayesian-inspired” algorithm by Opgen-Rhein and Strimmer
[102].
Graphical Gaussian models are undirected graphical models well known for dis-
criminating direct and indirect correlation between variables. In essence, partial cor-
relation is used as the mathematical foundation for detecting meaningful interactions.
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Partial correlation is indicative of direct interactions between a pair of variables/genes,
by eliminating the effects from the rest of variables/genes [113]. Previously, graph-
ical Gaussian models have been applied for the reconstruction of gene networks by
selecting significant coefficients of partial correlation. Significant coefficients are in-
dicative of direct interactions between genes and therefore represent existing edges in
a network. As a breakthrough to solving the small sample problem in gene expres-
sion data, Scha¨fer and Strimmer [113] proposed an shrinkage estimation method of
partial correlation and the use of FDR for selecting significant coefficients of partial
correlation.
4.2.2.2 Methods for multiple data sources
However, single data source is often not sufficient for accurate network modelling
[11]. When more than one biological data source is available, integrative analysis is
likely to offer significant advantages, and is currently the subject of ongoing research.
By integrating multiple data types, one can expect false positives to be reduced and
disparities between different levels of the system to be identified. Further, integration
helps explain complex biological interactions on a higher level than using a single data
alone [11]. Computational techniques have evolved from the simplest voting model
[142] to more sophisticated Naı¨ve Bayesian Networks [82, 120], and progressively
developed into substantially more complex and powerful systems nowadays [86, 127].
In the integration context, Bayesian methods offer a range of advantages over con-
ventional statistical techniques that make them particularly appropriate for complex
and noisy biological data. The Bayesian statistical paradigm is probabilistic in the
sense that observations, parameters and hidden variables are treated together in a con-
sistent manner. Consequently, various Bayesian methods for data integration have been
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explored for the reconstruction of regulatory networks [11, 19, 76, 82, 127, 137, 162].
Among earliest attempts, [120] set up two probabilistic models for gene expres-
sion and protein-protein interaction data, respectively, that can only be solved when
unified. Expression data were modelled with Naı¨ve Bayesian networks to define a
joint distribution as a product of probabilities of disjoint classes, while protein-protein
interaction data were modelled by a binary Markov random fields to represent connec-
tions between neighbouring variables.
Later in [51], gene expression data and protein-DNA binding data were jointly
considered to infer transcriptional regulatory networks for many chosen yeast tran-
scription factors. However, different data types were not jointly modelled in a coherent
framework, and associated measurement errors were not explicitly considered. More
complicated integration system was presented by Liu et al. [86], where data were
jointly modelled within the context specific Bayesian framework for infinite mixture
models. In the experiments, the method was able to produce more functionally coher-
ent transcriptional modules than two alternative algorithms, GRAM [5] and SAMBA
[128].
Another type of approach uses one data source as prior knowledge to integrate
with another in a Bayesian context. For example, Bernard and Hartemink [11] set up
dynamic Bayesian networks for modelling gene expression data, combined with tran-
scription factor binding data as prior knowledge and the edge distribution assumption
made in [119]. They improved the method in [61] by suggesting a new prior and using
dynamic Bayesian networks instead of Bayesian networks so that the network can in-
clude cyclic structure. However, the experiment to validate this method was performed
on a set of 25 genes with gene expression data consisting of 69 time points, which is
far less genes than usually required for network reconstruction nowadays. Sun et al.
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[127] treated transcription activity represented by expression as a result of transcription
factor binding. If the binding data show evidence of regulatory relationships, then the
relative binding intensity will be used in modelling the expression of the target gene.
Yet another common approach is to alternate between two data types during the
computation process, especially when the main task is to identify regulatory motifs
[19, 76, 162]. The strategy to accomplish this involves, first, clustering gene expression
data sets, and then isolating the upstream regions of the clustered genes and analysing
them for common cis-regulatory motifs. If the identified motifs correspond to known
transcription factor-binding sites, the regulatory network that is responsible for the
observed transcription state can be inferred.
4.2.3 Existing Problems and Prelude to the Proposed Approach
Very often, integrative systems are constrained to two or three different data sources,
e.g., gene expression and transcription factor binding data for [11], gene expression
and protein-protein interaction data for [100, 121], and gene expression and sequence
data for [19, 76, 162]. It is sometimes preferable that the integrative system can be
adapted to new data sources. Another research gap is that usually only a small number
of genes can be incorporated into a regulatory network, e.g. [11], due to the inefficiency
of the learning techniques. However, it is necessary to put the regulatory relationships
in a larger context, both because transcriptional activities are usually multi-stages and
operate like chain actions involving a large number of genes, and that gene regulations
are typically embedded in a vast network of biochemistry interactions [32].
The proposed method to be described later in Section 4.3 differs from previous ones
by using a Bayesian framework that can be routinely applied to different data sources,
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while remaining efficient enough to facilitate large-scale analysis from the use of par-
tial correlation. Since the focus of this study is the relevant structure of large-scale
networks, we only consider undirected graphs. Previous studies have shown that the
nature of a network can be recovered even if it is undirected [70]. Moreover, an undi-
rected graph is conceptually simple in the sense that the problem with feedback loops
as in a Bayesian network is out of the question, hence is more widely applicable, es-
pecially in integrative study when some of the data may be undirectional (for example
the gene ontology categories).
The contributions of this chapter are three-fold. First, we propose a full Bayesian
approach to incorporate not only microarray time-series data, but also other heteroge-
nous data sources into a integrative network. Second, we assess the degree to which
prediction power increase with the addition of each data source. The effect of integrat-
ing heterogenous data sources is analysed in a substantially more coherent manner.
Third, to achieve better understanding about which data source best benefits the in-
tegration system, features of heterogenous data such as specificity and coverage are
discussed.
4.3 Proposed Bayes Random Fields (BRFs) Integrative
Method
The integrative method aims to combine information from heterogenous data with di-
verse formats. In integrative study, microarray time-series data attract special attention,
because their dynamic features can directly reveal active components within the cell.
While the dynamic nature of the data is important, it also incurs challenges because
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of the high dimensionality [25]. To reduce data dimension, partial correlation of gene
expression time series, for its efficiency and effectiveness, is used as the inference re-
sult and incorporated into the integrative framework. Details about partial correlation
computation is given in Appendix B.
Since gene expression data is replaced with their partial correlation inference re-
sults, the inputs of the integrative system can be unified into probability matrices. Each
entry in the matrices can indicate the probability of interaction between a pair of genes,
that is, the probability that an edge exists between them in the network. Let X denote
the edges among n genes in the network X = {xl|l = 1, 2, ..., e}, with e the total number
of edges, e = n(n − 1)/2. Now the integration problem can be formulated as infer-
ring binary variables X from m data sets from various data sources, each represented
as a matrix of dimension n × n. Let p(X) denote a probability density over hidden
variables/edges X, now we define a Bayes framework with a random fields model for
integrative analysis.
4.3.1 Bayes Framework
The aims of the Bayes framework are to integrate information from m data matrices
{ψi|i = 1, 2, ...,m} and to extract regulatory relationships summarised by a common
feature X in the data. Suppose each data matrix represents a property of X, {φi|i =
1, 2, ...,m}, with Gaussian noise {εi|i = 1, 2, ...,m}, then we have
ψi = φi + εi, i = 1, 2, ...,m. (4.1)
Now we can set up a model using X as the common feature/hidden variables among all
the data. The objective is to estimate directly from ψ not only φ but also their common
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feature X. The problem can be formulated as
p(φ1, ..., φm, X|ψ1, ..., ψm) (4.2)
=p(φ1, ..., φm|X, ψ1, ..., ψm)p(X|ψ1, ..., ψm)
∝p(ψ1|φ1, X)...p(ψm |φm, X)p(φ1|X)...p(φm|X)p(ψ1|X)...p(ψm |X)p(X)
∝p(X)
m∏
i=1
p(ψi|φi)p(φi|X)p(ψi |X).
Thus in order to get p(φ1, ..., φm, X|ψ1, ..., ψm), we need to define p(ψi|φi), p(φi|X), p(ψi|X)
and finally p(X). The definitions of the first three probabilities are straightforward.
Suppose εi is Gaussian with the mean equal to 0, according to Eq.(4.1) we have
p(ψi|φi) = N
(
φi, σ
2
εi
)
=
1(√
2πσεi
)e exp
{
−(ψi − φi)
2
2σ2εi
}
. (4.3)
There are two classes for the hidden variables X, 0 and 1, representing the non-
existence and existence of an edge, respectively. We can assume that the probability
density function in the two classes can be characterized by N(µi0, σ2i0) and N(µi1, σ2i1),
p(φi|X) = 1(√
2πσi0
)e0 exp
{
−(φi − µi0)
2
2σ2i0
}
· 1(√
2πσi1
)e1 exp
{
−(φi − µi1)
2
2σ2i1
}
, (4.4)
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where e0 and e1 denote the number of edges in class 0 and class 1, e0+e1 = e. With the
same principle, we assign p(ψi|X) by using Eq.(4.1), Eq.(4.4) and p(εi) to the following
p(ψi|X) (4.5)
=N
(
µi0, σ
2
i0 + σ
2
εi
)
·N
(
µi1, σ
2
i1 + σ
2
εi
)
=
1(√
2π
(
σ2i0 + σ
2
εi
))e0 exp
−
(ψi − µi0)2
2
(
σ2i0 + σ
2
εi
)
 ·
1(√
2π
(
σ2i1 + σ
2
εi
))e1 exp
−
(ψi − µi1)2
2
(
σ2i1 + σ
2
εi
)
 .
(4.6)
p(X) is defined in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.2 Random Fields Model
To estimate p(X), a random fields model [80] is desirable to represent a known feature
of the gene network. A widely accepted concept in transcriptomics is the co-regulation
within a gene cluster (co-expression), which can be interpreted as that if a gene is
regulating most of the genes in a cluster, it is likely that links also exist between this
gene and other genes in the same cluster. In the context of gene network modelling,
we define the following model to represent this feature.
To define our clusters, we first perform cluster assignments for genes. The genes
are clustered into z clusters {Ci|i = 1, 2, ..., z} using gene expression data, preferably
by a tight clustering algorithm [157] proposed in Chapter 2 which is designed for
gene expression time-series data. The purpose of applying this method is to obtain
relatively small/tight clusters, so that relevant information based on these clusters can
be inferred by the random fields model. This clustering method is also unsupervised in
a sense that the number of clusters needs not be specified. The potential function in the
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random fields model is defined on the edges, i.e., between pairs of genes. Let hi,C j be
the number of edges between gene i and cluster j, di is the degrees of connectivity for
gene i. The random fields method is formulated as the sum of potentials on all possible
edges:
p(X) ∝ exp

∑
i
∑
j,i
ωi j
(
hi,C j + h j,Ci − (di/z)2 − (d j/z)2
), (4.7)
where ωi j = (|Ci| · |C j|)−1 is a normalising factor. The first two terms in the potential
function represents the number of edges between gene i and the cluster which gene j
belongs to, and vice versa, while the last two terms are the expected number of edges
connecting gene i and cluster C j, and vice versa. The rationale supporting the potential
function is that since co-expression indicates co-regulation, a higher potential should
be given to the interaction between a pair of genes, if the existing interactions between
their clusters are more than expected. An advantage of introducing such dependency
is that it imposes a modular constraint as a known gene network feature and iteratively
refines the territory currently under evaluation.,
4.3.3 A Gibbs Sampling Algorithm for BRFs
Let θ denote the parameter set {θi|i = 1, 2, ...,m}, θi = {µi0, µi1, σi0, σi1, σεi}. Jointly
sampling the whole set {φi, θi, X} from large-scale data ψi is intractable. Since now all
the variables of interest can be estimated by conditioning on the others, Gibbs sampling
can be used to cycle through these conditional statements. By iteratively conditioning
on the interim values of all other variables, Gibbs sampler aims to empirically approx-
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imate the desired marginal distribution for each variable. We assign a posteriori law
p(φ, θ, X|ψ) (4.8)
=p(φ, X|θ, ψ)p(θ|φ, X, ψ)
=p(φ|X, θ, ψ)p(X|ψ, θ)p(θ|φ, X, ψ) (4.9)
=
m∏
i
p(φi|X, θi, ψi)p(X|ψi, θi)p(θi|φi, X, ψi).
Thus given data {ψi|i = 1, 2, ...,m}, the Gibbs sampling algorithm is formulated as the
following:
1. Initialisation
(a) First a random initial value X(0) is assigned.
(b) The conjugate priors for the hyperparameter variance σik (k ∈ {0, 1}) and
σεi in the normal distribution model are the inverse gamma distributions
(IG) [53], while for the hyperparameter mean µi it is given a normal prior.
Therefore, first the hyper-hyperparameters αi, βi, νi, s2i , αεi , βεi, i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}
are assigned. Then the priors are sampled from the following distributions
σ2ik ∼ IG(αi, βi), (4.10)
µik ∼ N(νi, s2i ), (4.11)
σ2εi ∼ IG(αεi , βεi), (4.12)
with k ∈ {0, 1} representing the two classes of X values and i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}
representing the m data types.
(c) Clustering is performed using gene expression data using the unsupervised
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tight clustering algorithm proposed in Section 2.3 to obtain z clusters.
2. For each iteration, sample X from the posterior distribution:
π(X|ψ, θ) ∝ p(ψ1, ..., ψm|X, θ1, ..., θm)p(X) (4.13)
= p(X)
m∏
i
p(ψi|X, θi),
which can be achieved according to Eq.(4.6) and Eq.(4.7), respectively. Ac-
cording to Eq.(4.13), for each element xl in X, l = 1, 2, ..., e, two probabilities
can be computed: p1l the probability that the element in X belonging to class 1
and p0l the probability that the element in X belonging to 0. The probabilities are
then normalised and compared with a number drawn from a uniform distribution
(U(0, 1)) to decide whether the new value takes 1 or 0. This is to compute
xl =

1,
p1l
p1l + p
0
l
>= t
0,
p1l
p1l + p
0
l
< t
, t ∼ U(0, 1). (4.14)
3. Sample {φi|i = 1, 2, ...,m} from the posterior distribution
The posterior distribution of φ is produced by the product of the likelihood func-
tion and the prior:
π(φi|ψi, X, θi) ∝ p(ψi|φi, X, θi)p(φi|X, θi)
= N(φi, σ2εi) ·
∏
k=0,1
N(µik, σ2ik) (4.15)
∝
∏
k=0,1
N

(
ψi
σ2εi
+
µik
σ2ik
)
·
(
1
σ2εi
+
1
σ2ik
)−1
,
(
1
σ2εi
+
1
σ2ik
)−1 .
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4. Sample {θi|i = 1, 2, ...,m} from posterior distributions
σ2ik ∼ IG(αi +
ek
2
, βi +
1
2
∑
X=k
(ψi − µik)2), (4.16)
µik ∼ N

(
νi
s2i
+
∑
X=k ψi
σ2ik
)
·
(
1
s2i
+
ek
σ2ik
)−1
,
(
1
s2i
+
ek
σ2ik
)−1 , (4.17)
σ2εi ∼ IG
[
αεi +
e
2
, βεi +
1
2
∑
(ψi − φi)2
]
. (4.18)
5. Repeat Step 2-4 until convergence.
Convergence is determined according to the Zellner and Min criteria [160]. In the case
of Gibbs sampling, the unknown parameters can be separated into two sets: {X} and
{θ, φ}. Therefore we have π(X, θ, φ|ψ) = π(X|θ, φ, ψ)π(θ, φ|ψ) = π(θ, φ|X, ψ)π(X|ψ). Let
iteration b be the candidate stopping point of the chain, and ˆπb(x|ψ) be a smoothed
empirical estimate, ˆπb(X|ψ) =∑bj=1 π(X|θ j, φ j, ψ)/i. When the ratio of convergence
γˆb =
π(X|θ, φ, ψ)πˆb(θ, φ|ψ)
π(θ, φ|X, ψ)πˆb(X|ψ) (4.19)
is approximately equal to one, we stop the estimation process.
In summary, we empirically obtain the posterior distributions for the parameters
and hyperparameters. If the Gibbs sampler has run sufficiently long, this algorithm
produces a complete sample of the coefficients. The Gibbs sampler decomposes the
whole set of parameters into three sets φ, θ and X, since the form of random field we
have chosen makes an exact sampling of p(X|φ1, ..., φm, ψ1, ..., ψm) impossible.
There are a few points we noted here for the proposed algorithm. First, the posterior
of mean µik depends on the data only through the sum of data
∑
φi, meaning that this
data summary is sufficient from the data to estimate the unknown mean. Second, as the
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data size increases, the value of estimated mean will increasingly depend on the data
and variance σik, making the prior assumption less important. Last, it is possible that
the set genes/proteins with regulatory roles are known for some genomes and therefore
regulatory interactions only exist between them and all genes. This can greatly reduce
the number of variables and speed up the algorithm,.
4.4 Experiments
Both simulated data and biological data are used for experimental evaluation. Biolog-
ical data can only provide anecdotal evidence in network validation, since the knowl-
edge of gene regulation is far from complete. It seems that we can use functional
annotations as golden standard, but annotation information among different annotation
databases is too inconsistent to support a large scale evaluation [99]. On the other hand,
simulated data sets can provide more controllable conditions to test an algorithm and a
standard for benchmarking. However, to obtain meaningful results, the simulated data
need to share statistical characteristics with biological data.
For synthetic networks, the proposed algorithm can be compared with graphical
Gaussian models on the basis of simulated gene expression data generated by Syn-
TReN. For real gene network, we integrate gene expression data, transcription factor
binding data and protein-protein interaction data using the aforementioned framework
for yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae. Comparison of the resulting network and a golden
standard network clearly shows the benefits of data integration.
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4.4.1 Synthetic Networks
We use SynTReN to generate synthetic networks as follows. The topologies of the
synthetic networks are sub-sampled from a yeast transcriptional network in [56]. Syn-
TReN uses a sampling method named cluster addition (initial graph is selected as a
randomly selected node and all of its neighbors). Combined with external conditions
that trigger the network, the expression levels of genes in each experiment are gener-
ated according to the activities of their regulators.
Table 4.1: Some parameter settings for SynTReN software to generate the simulated
data sets, the rest are set as default.
Data set 1 2 3 4 5
Background Nodes 50 50 50 50 50
Bio Noise 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.1 0.1
Exp. Noise 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.1 0.1
Noise on correlated input 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.1 0.1
Fraction of complex interactions 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3
Five synthetic networks are generated with Gaussian noise (level 15%) and rela-
tively large proportion of complex interaction (30%). Details about the configuration
of SynTReN are provided in Table 4.1. The five synthetic networks consist of 50, 80,
100, 200 and 500 genes, respectively. Each network is sampled at 25 time points. A
200-gene synthetic network is plotted in Figure 4.1(a). Note that there is only synthetic
gene expression data, so we can compare the results from graphical Gaussian models
with those from the proposed BRFs model.
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(a) A synthetic network of 200 genes
(b) ROC curves for comparing graphical Gaussian models with
the proposed method on five synthetic networks of various sizes.
Figure 4.1: Experimental results for the synthetic networks.
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Since with single data source both methods are based on partial correlations, BRFs’
performance can be assessed to see the effect of the modular constraint imposed by the
random field model. ROC curves for both methods on five data sets are plotted in Fig-
ure 4.1 (b). The violet curves representing BRFs inference show superior performance
to the green curves representing graphical Gaussian models inference. For the simu-
lated data BRFs make use of its random field component but not the integration feature.
In this way, we can observe that the proposed BRFs method improves the results by
imposing a modular constraint in network inference.
4.4.2 Saccharomyces Cerevisiae Regulatory Network
For the reconstruction of the yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae regulatory network, three
real data sets are integrated in this experiment. The result is compared to a golden
standard network to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method. The three data sets
have their unique features: transcription factor binding data provide direct information
to understand the regulators involved in transcription; protein-protein interaction data
reveal proteins that involved in the same pathway, as well as related to genomic level
- interacting proteins are often co-expressed and co-localised to the same sub-cellular
compartment. These data types were discussed in detail in Section 1.1.1. Both of the
transcription factor binding data and protein-protein interaction are of certain degree
of specificity and sparsity, but they can only describe the potential of interaction. In
contrast, microarray expression time series are a complementary source that provides
dynamic information about the expressions of almost all genes under certain conditions
in an organism. Although the data are known to be noisy, they reflect actual interactions
in the biological process under analysis.
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For gene expression data, the alpha factor arrest data set is selected from [126]
since it has less missing data than the data set of the arrest of a cdc15 temperature-
sensitive mutant, yet longer time-series than the data set of elutriation experiment. It
consists of expression data of 6178 genes and 18 time points with 3.67% missing data.
The protein-protein interaction data set is downloaded from DIP database [79] con-
taining 18,272 interactios from 4,985 yeast proteins (as of Feb. 2008). Protein-protein
interaction data stored in DIP database were obtained through manual curation of the
scientific literature including both direct and complex interactions. Transcription fac-
tor binding data are from a data set consisting of the binding of almost all known yeast
transcription factors monitored during cell growth in rich medium [60]. After exclud-
ing some probes for some computational reasons and problems with their microarry
experiments, they provide binding data for 6229 genes across 203 transcription factors
with 2.5% missing data.
For the golden standard network/ground truth, we selected a yeast regulatory net-
work from a comprehensive study [93]. The network was assembled from literature
and a large amount of data, then divided into condition specific sub-networks includ-
ing cell cycle, sporulation, diauxic shift, DNA damage and stress response. Altogether
it contains 7,074 regulatory relationships between 142 transcription factors and 3,420
target genes. In this paper the cell cycle sub-network of 550 interactions among 296
genes is used as golden standard to compare with part of the resultant network.
To infer a cell-cycle specific network, we selected 909 genes by including the Spell-
man’s 800 cell cycle’s genes [126], Luscombe’s 296 cell cycle’s gene, and Price’s 104
cell cycle genes [106]. Among these genes, there are 84 transcription factors. 2.7% of
the gene expression data are missing for the 909 genes. There are 9 genes with 50%
of their expression data missing and the corresponding data are discarded from use.
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The rest of missing data are imputed by weighted K-nearest neighbours (KNNimpute)
shown to be robust for microarray data [136]. For this gene set, the available tran-
scription binding data are transcription factors binding 902 genes. 782 protein-protein
interactions are found among all genes, which again composes of only a small fraction
of all possible interactions (0.09%). All the data sets are available in the supplementary
files.
BRFs inferred a network with 1,674 interactions between the 84 transcription fac-
tors and 669 genes, leaving 240 genes as irrelevant to the condition under study. The
full adjacency matrix is shown in Figure 4.2(a). Since the network is too large to vi-
sualise, we select a sub-network of the 296 genes in the golden standard cell cycle
network and plot it in Figure 4.3. The adjacency matrix of sub-network of 296 genes
is illustrated in Figure 4.2(b) with four visible big clusters. This sub-network contains
608 interactions in total. Given the golden standard network, we can now investigate
on the power of data integration. We address this issue by comparing the prediction
power of individual data source and the integration result. By assuming there is a sim-
ple cut-off selection method for the coefficients, we plot the ROC curves for each data
source in Figure 4.4. For example, since the binding data are the probabilities that a
transcription factor binds to a gene, a cut-off threshold can be selected to include those
interactions with higher probability than this threshold. Then the result of BRFs infer-
ence, {p1l |l = 1, 2, ..., e} instead of the binary matrix X, is plotted (red curve) in Figure
4.4.
Individual data source can only contribute to a weak predictor of the regulatory
network, as can be seen from their ROC curves (black, violet and green) in Figure 4.4.
This is consistent with previous findings [18, 91]. The predictive power with these
data sources is often adversely affected by inherent factors of production techniques.
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(a) The adjacency matrix of the inferred network, the
part in dash frame corresponds to cell cycle specific sub-
network.
(b) The modularized adjacency matrix of the cell cycle
specific sub-network.
Figure 4.2: Experimental results for the 909 yeast genes.
For gene expression data, its ability to properly portray transcription is due to the
experimental noise associated with the DNA microarray technique. As it is shown in
Figure 4.4, the ROC curve (black) for gene expression partial correlation is indicative
of its limited predictive power of the true network, although with a comprehensive
coverage. Although binding is a necessary condition for regulatory activities, it may
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the inferred cell cycle specific sub-network, with size of the nodes
indicating the degree of connectivity.
not happen during certain cellular process. Moreover, experimental noise, occasional
uncorrelation between binding and regulation [5] and environmental dependence in
binding [60] cause difficulties. The violet curve in Figure 4.4 implies relatively good
quality for the binding data, but because of the missing data (of the 70 transcription
factors, only 57 is present in the binding data), it cannot provide a good coverage.
The protein-protein interaction data is so sparse that only 194 protein-protein in-
teraction pairs were found among 296 genes, and therefore it constitutes only a small
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Figure 4.4: ROC curves for threshold selection methods for the three data types used
in network reconstruction and the resultant network by BRFs on the 296-gene sub-
network. PCOR stands for the partial correlation.
fraction of all possible interactions (296 × 296 = 87, 616). In addition to the spar-
sity and poor quality, the main reason that protein-protein interaction alone achieves
low predictive performance (green curve in Figure 4.4) lies in that less direct relation-
ships exist between protein-protein interaction and the transcriptional network, since
the protein-protein interaction data can only indicate potentials rather than presences
of such interactions in the transcriptional process. This is also consistent with previous
findings [11]. Nonetheless, the inclusion of a data set of low relevance and high noise
into the integrative system reflects the robustness of the proposed algorithm, since the
resultant network is neither biased to noise nor affected by the irrelevant information.
In Figure 4.5, the distribution of connectivity degree of nodes in the full network
shows a power-law tail. To look for the functional modules in such a sparse network,
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Figure 4.5: Connectivity degree distribution of the 296-gene sub-network. The x axis
shows the degree of connectivity of 296 nodes on log2 scale.
we study the transcriptional modules formed around hub-genes. The main hubs in this
sub-network include transcriptional factors SWI4, SWI6, YOX1, MCM1, ACE2, etc.
These 8 genes and their first neighbours cover 48% of 669 genes. We found that the
clusters formed around these genes are significantly enriched with specific functions
in Gene Ontology. The enrichment analysis result is provided in Table 4.2. Plots of
time-series data of the eight transcription factors and the genes they are regulating are
in Figure 4.6. Also we analysis the adjacency matrix of the 296-gene sub-network.
Finding modules in gene networks is nontrivial, since the degree of overlaprotein-
protein interactionng is high because of the existence of hubs. We focus on the four
visible big clusters illustrated in Figure 4.2(b). Analysis on the function of genes within
these clusters reveals 4 phase-specific modules as shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Over-represented GO terms in the transcriptional modules for eight tran-
scription factors.
TF GO term p-values
SWI6 G1/S-specific transcription in mitotic cell cycle 6.68E-10
SWI6 regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity 2.14E-09
SWI6 regulation of cell cycle 4.02E-09
SWI6 mitotic cell cycle 3.53E-08
SWI6 regulation of kinase activity 6.71E-08
SWI4 biological regulation 2.41E-10
SWI4 G1/S-specific transcription in mitotic cell cycle 3.38E-10
SWI4 regulation of cellular process 4.79E-10
SWI4 interphase of mitotic cell cycle 5.50E-09
SWI4 regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity 8.87E-08
MBP1 regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity 7.47E-10
MBP1 regulation of kinase activity 2.37E-08
MBP1 mitotic cell cycle 3.24E-08
MBP1 mitotic sister chromatid cohesion 4.87E-07
MBP1 regulation of catalytic activity 8.09E-07
MCM1 mitotic cell cycle 3.36E-08
MCM1 biological regulation 7.40E-07
MCM1 interphase 1.22E-06
MCM1 regulation of cell cycle 1.82E-06
MCM1 pre-replicative complex formation 4.18E-05
FKH1 cell cycle 6.39E-07
FKH1 cell cycle phase 2.07E-06
FKH1 interphase of mitotic cell cycle 7.14E-06
FKH1 chromosome segregation 2.59E-05
FKH1 M phase of mitotic cell cycle 4.35E-05
SWI5 regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter by carbon catabolites 2.40E-05
SWI5 negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter by glucose 2.40E-05
SWI5 negative regulation of transcription 6.68E-05
SWI5 negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 1.06E-04
SWI5 regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 1.39E-04
YOX1 DNA replication 9.48E-05
YOX1 mitotic cell cycle 4.64E-04
YOX1 cell cycle process 1.07E-03
YOX1 regulation of cellular process 1.37E-03
YOX1 mitosis 1.81E-03
ACE2 regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 9.58E-06
ACE2 regulation of biological process 2.74E-05
ACE2 regulation of transcription 3.52E-05
ACE2 negative regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 1.85E-04
ACE2 regulation of cellular metabolic process 2.40E-04
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Figure 4.6: Plot of time series data of the eight transcription factors (pink) and the genes they are regulating (grey).
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Table 4.3: Over-represented GO terms in four phases specific modules found in Figure 4.2(b).
Cluster GO term p-values Gene
counts
1 regulation of cellular metabolic process 6.14E-12 22
1 transcription, DNA-dependent 1.03E-11 22
1 regulation of transcription 2.40E-10 16
1 regulation of transcription, mating-type specific 8.82E-10 5
1 regulation of biological process 5.73E-09 21
2 regulation of transcription, mating-type specific 2.17E-05 3
2 transcription 5.80E-05 4
2 transcription, DNA-dependent 1.49E-04 13
2 regulation of biological process 1.73E-04 13
2 regulation of glycogen biosynthetic process 1.10E-03 2
3 biological regulation 9.67E-09 34
3 regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity 3.62E-08 6
3 regulation of catalytic activity 1.47E-07 8
3 regulation of kinase activity 1.08E-06 6
3 interphase of mitotic cell cycle 9.08E-05 8
4 regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolic process 5.31E-06 17
4 regulation of metabolic process 5.55E-06 19
4 DNA replication 9.18E-06 9
4 G1/S-specific transcription in mitotic cell cycle 1.05E-05 4
4 transcription 1.29E-05 19
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4.5 Conclusions
Learning of large-scale regulatory networks is an important and challenging problem
in bioinformatics. Although integrative analysis is promising in extracting deeper in-
sights into the regulatory mechanism from diverse data sources, current methods are
either bounded by the computational costs of microarray time-series analysis, or the
difficulties of adapting to new data sources.
To address these issues, we proposed in this chapter a Bayes random fields method
(BRFs) for integrative analysis of diverse genomic data. In the experiments on both
synthetic and biological networks, BRFs shows superior performance. The success of
BRFs is a direct result of the inherent elegant yet straightforward Bayesian integrative
framework. Its flexibility enables unlimited heterogeneous data types to be integrated
in a stochastic manner by a Gibbs sampler to facilitate robust estimation. As previ-
ously addressed, different data are of various formats and sparsity. BRFs propagates
through modelling the two distributions in the available data sets without resorting to
accounting for missing data, thus is more effective. In particular, the random fields
component introduces a known feature of gene network for accurate modelling.
We are aware of the limitation of graphical Gaussian models/partial correlation that
in theory it is not as powerful as dynamic Bayesian networks approaches when there
are non-linear effects present in the data. However, given the paucity of samples avail-
able and the large scale of network, it is impossible for full order Bayesian inference
with time-series data.
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Conclusions and Future Research
5.1 Conclusions
This thesis is focused on applying innovative statistical inference methodologies to ge-
nomics research supported by high-throughput biotechnologies. This multidisciplinary
research area facilitates progress in not just computer science, but also statistics, and
molecular biology. Therefore, the main thread of this thesis is that applications devel-
oped for genomics research and statistical inference techniques can be synergistic and
pursue advancements together.
The main contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows.
• Proposing a tight clustering method based on partial mixture model to address
the need of obtaining tighter and therefore more biologically meaningful gene
clusters.
• Proposing a GO-driven clustering validation index that not only makes full use
of GO annotation information but also systematically takes GO’s structure infor-
mation into account.
• Proposing a gene regulatory network inference method to make integrative in-
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ference from multiple data sources with increased predictive accuracy.
In their individual research fields, these proposed methods bridge research gaps in the
literature, as elaborated in the following sections, Section 5.1.1 to 5.1.3.
5.1.1 Partial Mixture Model Tight Clustering
In Chapter 2, tight clustering was achieved based on the flexibility of partial mixture
model and the robustness of the minimum distance estimator. Previously, partial mix-
ture model was known to be capable of solving problems for low dimensional data. In
fact, one problem with the classical partial mixture model is that it cannot fit data of
more than 7 data points [117]. In Chapter 2, a partial mixture model was extended to
be used on high dimensional data by integrating it with a spline regression model. By
partial modelling, the mixture model is allowed to find the core component in the data.
On the other hand, the unsupervised manner of the proposed method in its selection of
cluster number makes it a powerful tool for clustering gene expression data.
In the experiments reported in Chapter 2, the proposed algorithm was validated
and its clustering outcomes including both gene clusters and scattered genes were
explained with the help of various biological resources. Because of the incomplete
biological knowledge, no conclusion can be drawn by merely comparing clustering
results with known measures from the biological literature. Therefore, besides using
a data-driven index, GO enrichment analysis was applied to the clustering outcomes.
From current knowledge, it is proved that the proposed clustering method can help
separate groups of genes with similar functions, while new hypothesis can be obtained
by exploring the scattered genes. Findings from this study have been published in two
papers [155, 157].
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As a result, this chapter provides an excellent example of gene expression data
mining by combining machine learning techniques and biological knowledge. Further,
the tight clustering method can be applied to other areas that require outlier detection
and tightly correlated data points, such as neural signal processing and image segmen-
tation. Gene annotations help reveal new hypothesis derived from the inference of the
scattered genes. One concern about the Gene Ontology analysis and gene annotations
is that many genes and their functions are still unknown or poorly understood. It is our
hope that through clustering, new understanding about these genes can be introduced to
genomics research. It is also this ambition that inspires a GO-driven validation method
proposed in Chapter 3.
5.1.2 Clustering Validation Using Gene Ontology
In Chapter 3, a literature review revealed that existing GO-driven validation methods
either fail to achieve power when facing the redundant and complex structure of GO,
or tend to ignore the intrinsic properties of GO categories, as the experimental and
analytical results reported respectively in Section 3.2 and 3.3. Assessing clustering
quality with existing biological knowledge that is manually curated into biological
databases is a promising direction, however, special attention has to be paid not only
because of the complex structure and unique features of GO, but also because the
biological information in GO is still noisy, incomplete and sometimes even erroneous.
To take the structure information in GO into account and make full use of GO an-
notations, two clustering validation indices and a combined index which apply graph
theory and theory of hypothesis testing were proposed in Chapter 3. In particular, the
Functional Compactness measure and Functional Similarity measure can be used for
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evaluating how closely genes within a cluster are related to each other and finding
commonality between two clusters. These indices not only take into account the in-
trinsic properties of GO categories, but also integrate information from GO’s graphical
structure.
The proposed GO-driven indices achieve robustness to noise in GO using a pooling
technique, as experimentally proven in the comparative experiments. In these experi-
ments that are designed to test various validity indices’ consistency, accuracy and dis-
criminability, the proposed WB index demonstrated superior performance throughout.
In summary, this chapter provides excellent examples of exploiting GO information
to facilitate integrative analysis of experimental results and existing knowledge, and
further providing quantitative supports for validation studies. As a result, the method
has been published as a conference paper [158], and a journal paper is currently in peer
review.
Statistical clustering is an active research area, which has seen many advances in
recent years. In contrast, biological evidences on even the most well-studied organ-
ism are accumulated and organised into databases only since recently. Therefore, it
is preferable to process experimental data sets with pure statistic methods and sys-
tematically compare results with known biological facts for new knowledge discov-
ery. Indeed, it is the contradiction between statistical findings and current biological
knowledge that stimulates interests and propels developments in the post-genome era.
Results from biological validation, especially for less annotated and higher eukaryotic
organism, need to be carefully analysed and interpreted, such as the case of Arabidop-
sis Thaliana in Section 3.5.1.2.
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5.1.3 Transcriptional Regulatory Network Reconstruction
To address the many issues in reconstructing transcriptional regulatory networks, as
raised in Section 1.2.3, a Bayes Random Fields approach for transcriptional regula-
tory network reconstruction was presented in Chapter 4. With a Gibbs sampler, the
approach enjoys rigorous inference and robust analysis from large-scale genomic data
whilst minimising the influence of inherent noise.
The proposed method’s flexibility benefits from a full Bayesian routine which en-
ables integrative analysis of a wide range of data sources. It can be easily adapted to
new data sources, yet remains efficient enough to facilitate large-scale analysis for dis-
covering relevant network architecture. This is achieved by first providing inference
results for the high-dimensional gene expression data to be included into the integra-
tive system. The time series inference method is selected based on its experimentally
proven suitability for microarray data. Moreover, the tight clustering method proposed
in Chapter 2 is integrated in the random fields component to impose a modular con-
straint on the resultant network, so as to introduce a modularity feature of biological
networks.
In comparison to the many works on extensive network reconstruction for the
whole organism, the proposed probabilistic network inference approach integrates ev-
idence from a diversity of resources in a seamless and coherent manner. It identifies
network scaffold on a context specific level, as it is shown in the experiment to reveal
cell-cycle relevant subnetwork. As a result, this work has been published as a journal
paper [156].
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Significant breakthroughs in biotechnology in recent years have the potential of bring-
ing the genomics research to public health care. For example, low cost sequencing
tools may enable genetic tests on a clinical level, which are revolutionary not only in
discovery of genetic disposition to a certain disease, but also in making personalised
medicine possible [42]. Drugs and drug combinations designed with respect to the pa-
tients’ genotype can be optimised to ensure maximum efficacy with minimal adverse
effects.
The major obstacle in this field is still the incomplete understanding in functional
genomics. While the rapid development of high-throughput biotechnology is mak-
ing large amount of genomic data available, there is a lack of software and genomic
knowledge for effective data analysis. Enormous amounts of the resulting data from
high-throughput biotechnology have drawn attentions in the bioinformatics commu-
nity. Innovative and objective inference methods are urgently required in genomics
research to reveal the mechanism underneath complex biological systems.
Looking forward, on the basis of current research progress in bioinformatics, con-
tinuous efforts are needed in designing computational techniques and developing ana-
lytical software to help consolidate the foundation of functional genomics. Among the
many features these techniques should possess, robustness to noise in genomic data
and flexibility in the inference procedure are the key. In the near future, the following
research proposals can be considered.
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5.2.1 Inferring Causal Relations from Large-scale Gene Expres-
sion Data
During the reconstruction of large-scale gene regulatory networks, as described in
Chapter 4, inefficiency of even some of the most popular methods in time series in-
ference is found. Identifying regulatory relationships between genes based on their
expression time series is essentially equivalent to quantifying causal relations between
time series. Therefore, many existing methods for learning causal relations have been
adapted to this field. Some methods use Granger causality [55], a statistical technique
for causal inference well known in economics. [3] provides a good review on cur-
rent network reconstruction methods based on gene expression data. However, simple
adaptations of existing time series inference methods rarely succeed, both because of
the small sample size and the large number of variables in microarray gene expression
time series.
Moreover, resulting large-scale network from the BRFs method proposed in Chap-
ter 4 needs to be further refined into a directed form, so that its regulatory mechanism
can be revealed. Combining these two issues, current directed time series inference
methods should be evaluated to observe their performance on microarray data or to
discover the intrinsic problems that causes their inefficiency. In this way, new method
targeted on these problems may be found and tested. As the first step, inference tech-
niques such as graphical Gaussian models and dynamic Bayesian networks need to be
implemented and tested. When facing the scale of microarray gene expression data,
efficiency is the key to a successful analysis tool.
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5.2.2 GO-driven Validity Index for Regulatory Network Inference
Methods
Biological annotation data can be of great help not only in gene clustering validations,
but also in validating gene network inference results. From February 2009, regulatory
relationships between GO terms will be implemented in GO, which make it potentially
promising for new, quantitative validity index for regulatory network inference meth-
ods. Although, in some cases, the accuracy and completeness of gene annotation is by
no means sufficient, these annotation can serve as useful prior knowledge for valida-
tion. This can be a new line of investigations in the near future. However, there are
two issues that researchers should take into account.
First, the regulatory relationships will be implemented in the BP ontology, the
MF ontology, and between the BP and MF ontologies. This means these two on-
tologies are no longer strictly independent. Second, regulatory relationships will be
presented as three types of relationships: ‘regulates’, ‘positively regulates’ and ‘neg-
atively regulates’ relationships. They provide descriptions for interactions between
biological processes, molecular functions or biological qualities. While the addition
of these relationships improves the ability of the ontology to represent biology com-
pletely and accurately, an implication of the change is that future tools can no longer
ignore GO relationship type. The tools also must be compatible with inter-ontology
links between GO categories.
5.2.3 Combined Analysis of DNA Sequence and Microarray Data
By jointly modelling diverse types of data, additional insight into complex biology
systems may be gained. On the basis of the BRFs integrative framework and the partial
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mixture model clustering method, sequence and gene expression data can be jointly
modelled to form gene clusters that simultaneously maximise feature cardinality from
both data sources.
In this way, behaviour changes in gene expression can be explained by common
regulatory mechanisms at the transcriptional level. Also, the results from combina-
tory analysis will not only help identify combinatorial regulation relationships among
genes, but also provide insights into the regulatory mechanism for individual genes. A
promising direction is to use reliable multi-objective optimisation techniques in ma-
chine learning. From the machine learning point of view, this problem is essentially a
multi-objective optimisation problem. A solution should allow one to counterbalance
the bias from different objectives through the simultaneous maximisation of feature
cardinality.
To conclude, a fundamental problem for applying computational methodologies
to functional genomics is, that the attributes of genomic data do not fit the assump-
tions classical inference techniques often make. Objective inference methods are then
needed, both to design suitable models for genomic data and to provide robust in-
ference procedure against biological noise. Meanwhile, high-thoughtput technologies
supporting functional genomics is rapidly evolving. Advancements in biotechnologies
require innovative and powerful analytical software to meet new demands on a regular
basis.
Therefore, it is essential for researchers to keep up with the fast pace and design
new inference methods to fulfill the requirements from genomic data. Methods should
not only provide robustness to noise, flexibility in capturing arbitrary, overlapping and
agglomerative attributes of the genomic data, but also remain computationally efficient
enough for the large-scale nature of data. The lack of biological ground truth even
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in the most well-studied organism means that results gained from computational anal-
ysis tools need to be interpreted carefully in order to draw reliable conclusions and
validations. Meanwhile, just as inspirations for this field can be gained from other
disciplines, insights gained from research on complex biological systems may in turn
contribute to applications in other scientific fields.
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A.1 Theoretical Comparison between MDE and MLE
Both minimum distance estimator and maximum likelihood estimator belong to the
Minimum distance (MD) family. Given the parameters vector of interest θ0 ∈ Θ where
Θ is the set of possible parameter values, the aim of MD estimators can be generalised
as the minimisation of a criterion function
F(θ) = gˆ(θ)Dw(θ), (A.1)
where gˆ(θ) is a function of the data yt that will verify gˆ(θ0) → 0, and Dw(θ) being a
weighted distance matrix. Depending on the choice of gˆ(θ), different estimators can be
generated.
In particular, a minimum divergence estimator, which incorporates minimum dis-
tance and maximum likelihood, is proposed [7] as an alternative to non-parametric
density estimation. Density-based minimum divergence methods include those es-
timate parameters through minimising some pre-defined divergence between the as-
sumed model density and the true model density underlying the data, e.g. maximum
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likelihood method and minimum chi-squared method. The criterion is given by
θ = arg min
θ
[
∫
f (x|θ)1+αdx − 1 + α
nα
n∑
i=1
f (xi|θ)α], (A.2)
with a metaparameter α > 0. MDE corresponds to α = 1 while MLE corresponds to
α → 0.
Examples of the two estimation criteria for normal density X ∼ N(µ, σ2) are
µˆMLE = arg max
µ
n∑
i=1
logφ(xi|µ, σ2), (A.3)
µˆMDE = arg min
µ
( 1
2σ
√
π
− 2
n
n∑
i=1
φ(xi|µ, σ2)). (A.4)
While the aim of MDE is to maximise the sum of the densities, MLE tries to maximise
the product of the densities.
A.2 Mean Integrated Squared Error
For analysing more than one dataset, the Mean Integrated Squared Error (MISE) is a
more appropriate error criteria for the kernel density estimator [112]. Let ˆf (x) be an
estimator of the density function f (x) given n samples xi, i = 1, 2, ..., n,
MIS E( ˆf (x)) = E
∫
[ ˆf (x) − f (x)]2dx, (A.5)
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which, by changing the order of integration, is the integral of the mean squared error
(MSE):
MS E( ˆf ) = E( ˆf − f )2 = Var( ˆf ) + (E ˆf − f )2. (A.6)
Suppose κ satisfying
∫
κ(x)dx = 1 is the kernel for the kernel density estimator,
ˆf (x) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
κh(x − xi), (A.7)
where κh = 1/hκ(u/h), h being the bandwidth. From [143, Section 2.3],
MS E( ˆf ) = 1
n
[(κ2h ∗ f )(x) − (κh ∗ f )2(x)] + [(κh ∗ f )(x) − f (x)]2, (A.8)
with the convolution notation
( f ∗ g)(x) =
∫
f (x − y)g(y)dy. (A.9)
These may be combined to give
MIS E( ˆf ) = 1
nh
∫
κ(x)2dx+(1−1
n
)
∫
(κh∗ f )2(x)dx−2
∫
(κh∗ f )(x) f (x)dx+
∫
f (x)2dx.
(A.10)
Thus by using Eq.(A.8), exact MISE expressions can be derived. For the Gaussian
mixture densities in Eq.(2.13), MISE has the form:
MIS E( ˆf ) (A.11)
=
1
2nh
√
π
+WT [(1 − 1
n
)Ω2 − 2Ω1 + Ω0]W,
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where W is the vector for weight parameters,Ωa is a K×K matrix with the element (i, j)
corresponding to φ(ah2+σ2i +σ2j )1/2(µi − µ j). Eq.(A.11) entitles a rich family of Gaussian
mixture models to be estimated. The first item in Eq.(A.11) does not change when
minimising MIS E. Therefore we obtain a new criterion for model fitting with respect
to mean integrated squared error
θ = arg min
θ
MIS E( ˆf )
= arg min
θ
{WT [(1 − 1
n
)Ω2 − 2Ω1 + Ω0]W}. (A.12)
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By the standard graphical theory, an efficient way of obtaining partial correlation ma-
trix is through the inverse of covariance or correlation matrix [12]. However, classi-
cal time series analysis techniques are not readily applicable to transciptomic data, in
which the number of data points n far exceeds the sample size t, since in this case the
sample covariance and correlation matrices are not positively definite. Recently, an
efficient way for computing partial correlation was proposed by using only the t − 1
eigenvectors corresponding to the t − 1 non-zero eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
[83]. Such a dimension reconstruction method is popular in signal processing commu-
nity and known to be robust against noise.
B.1 Efficient Computation of Partial Correlation
This section describes an efficient computation method of partial correlation when
the number of data points n far exceed the sample size t, i.e. n ≫ t. In the BRFs
framework, it is proposed to use partial correlation metric as the inference result from
time series data.
By removing the linear effects from the rest of population, partial correlation can
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indicate whether a pair of variables directly interact with each other. Because of its
efficiency, partial correlation has been the foundation for graphical Gaussian models.
The aim is to set up a graphical interaction model G = (V, E) with the vertices {V} as
the components of the series and edges {E} denoting pair-wise interactions. graph G
have such property
E(i, j) ( G ⇔ yi y y j|Y−i j. (B.1)
Let Y−i j = {yk|k , i, j}, the linear effects of Y−i j is removed from yi by finding the
parameter set θi = (µi, κi) such that
ˆθ = arg min
θ
E
yi(t) − µi −
∑
u
κi(t − u)Y−i j(u)

2
. (B.2)
The residuals of such regression is denoted as ǫi. In the same way we define ǫ j. Thus
the correlation between residuals ǫi and ǫ j is the correlation between variables yi and
y j conditioned on the others, i.e., partial correlation between yi and y j. A direct inter-
action between yi and y j exists if and only if their partial correlation is significantly
different from zero. When partial correlation is applied for network reconstruction, it
provides solid mathematical foundation for finding meaningful interactions. It leads to
the definition of the graph
E(i, j) ( G ⇔ cor(ǫi, ǫ j) = 0. (B.3)
An efficient way of obtaining partial correlation matrix, by the standard graphical the-
ory, is through the inverse of covariance or correlation matrix [12]. Based on this
theory, partial spectral coherence was proposed for frequency domain analysis of time
series [12] and it can be obtained by the inverse of the spectral matrix [28]. However,
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these classical time series analysis techniques are not readily applicable to transcip-
tome data, where the number of data points n far exceed the sample size t, i.e. n ≫ t.
Since in this case the sample covariance and correlation matrices are not positively
definite. Many efforts were spent on exploiting this field, either by restricting infer-
ence to a small number of genes [145], or limiting partial coefficient to limited order
[34, 149], i.e., computation is conditioned on only limited number of genes each time.
Sampling technique such as bootstrapping is also proposed [113] in order to obtain
point estimates of partial correlation coefficient. Recently, it was proved that the partial
correlation matrix maximises the entropy of interaction system [83], and an efficient
computation of partial correlation was proposed by using only the t − 1 eigenvectors
corresponding to the t − 1 non-zero eigenvalues [83]. Such reconstruction method is
popular in signal processing community and known to be robust against small noise.
Let
V = {v ∈ V,Cv = λv} (B.4)
be the eigenvector of C, and λi, i = 1, ..., N be the eigenvalues. Since the spectral
decomposition of covariance matrix C is
C = MΛM−1, {Λii} = λi. (B.5)
There are exactly t − 1 non-zero eigenvalues, partial correlation matrix can be con-
structed in the non-zero eigenspace
P = C−1 = (MΛM−1)−1 = MΛ−1M−1. (B.6)
M is a matrix whose columns are made up of eigenvectors v, and Λ is a diagonal
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matrix whose diagonal elements are the corresponding eigenvalues λ, therefore ˆP can
be reconstructed using the t − 1 eigenvectors corresponding to {λ1, λ2, ..., λt−1}.
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